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Summary
This study investigates whether intensive policing and municipal services improved
security for targeted hotspots and, importantly, whether these place-based strategies
displaced crimes to nearby streets. This study was the largest evaluation of intensive
policing ever conducted, and also one of the first randomised evaluations of its kind ever
conducted in Latin America.
After working with police to identify 1,919 of the highest-crime street segments in Bogotá,
researchers randomly assigned each street segment to one of four groups:
• Intensive policing: For eight months, police increased daily patrolling time from
92 to 168 minutes in 756 targeted street segments. Patrols occurred mainly
during the day, though in hotspots located near bars and nightclubs, patrols were
evenly distributed between day and night. Apart from spending more time in
these streets, police did not alter any of their usual behaviour or activities.
• Municipal services: In a randomly assigned subset of 201 street segments that
showed signs of physical disorder before the study began, the mayor’s office
instructed municipal maintenance crews to visit, diagnose which services were
needed and deliver the appropriate services to these streets. The maintenance
teams repaired streetlights and collected garbage.
• Intensive policing and municipal services: A subset of street segments
received both intensive policing and intensified municipal services.
• Control: Police and municipal teams did not receive special instructions about
how to work in these areas, nor did they know where the control street segments
were.
To measure the impact of these interventions, researchers used police administrative
data on reported crimes, a survey of 24,000 citizens and the location of each police
patrol in the city every 30 seconds. The survey measured self-reported crimes,
perceptions of security, and attitudes towards the police and the local government. To
measure the effects on neighbouring blocks, researchers used administrative crime data
from the entire city (over 138,000 street blocks) and collected survey data from the
experimental crime hotspots as well as a representative sample of 480 street segments
in the non-experimental sample.
When assessed in isolation, intensive policing and municipal services interventions do
not lead to a statistically significant increase in security in hotspots. These results –
assuming the presence of spillovers and no interaction between both treatments –
suggest a decrease in the number of reported crimes of approximately 12.6 per cent in
streets targeted with intensive policing, and 10.2 per cent in streets targeted with
municipal services. These differences, however, are sufficiently small and imprecise to
prevent us from saying with confidence that there was an improvement.
However, when both interventions were implemented concurrently, their effect was
intensified, resulting in a large and statistically significant impact on security. The results
suggest a decrease of about 45.6 per cent in the number of reported crimes in streets
targeted with both intensive policing and municipal services simultaneously. Moreover,
the effects of both interventions exceeded the sum of the individual effects. These results
generally meet conventional levels of statistical significance. Survey measures also
ii

suggest an improvement in perceptions of security in the streets that received both
interventions. These results point to increasing returns on state presence on these
streets. Also, the combined effects of both interventions were largest in hotspots with the
highest crime rates.
In aggregate, the total crime deterred in targeted hotspots was modest. The results
suggest that crimes might have been displaced to neighbouring streets, with a potential
slight increase in each of the nearly 77,000 streets located within 250 metres of treated
hotspot segments. When these displacement effects are added together, the study
cannot rule out the possibility that all directly deterred crimes were displaced to other,
neighbouring streets. However, there are some indications of a fall in the total number of
violent crimes, particularly the most serious: homicides and sexual assaults saw an 8 per
cent decrease. The fall in violent crime is sensitive to some assumptions on the distance
and behaviour of crime spillovers, however, and must be taken with caution.
When proceeding with place-based security interventions, policymakers should
experiment with two kinds of changes to improve security. The first are changes that
make these interventions more effective on directly treated street segments. Another
alternative is to have less predictable policing. The policy implications of the overall
place-based approach hinge on the presence of adverse spillovers. Hence, the second
type of change are those that reduce the chances of such spillovers. One way to achieve
this is by increasing general police presence alongside the intensification of patrolling
time in targeted streets.
Policymakers may also consider complementing place-based approaches with other
evidence-based programmes tackling risky people and behaviours, as there are
promising interventions in this realm. Finally, another aspect that deserves attention is
the possibility that police presence and service delivery function as deterrents in highcrime areas.
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1. Introduction
Police and city workers are the everyday face of the state. These street-level
bureaucrats provide the most basic public goods we expect from government, especially
security. Responding to crime, picking up garbage and lighting streets – it is impossible
to ignore when they are done poorly. When crime and violence start to get out of control,
these are also the first levers that governments pull. Cities step up enforcement, they put
more police on the streets, or they light up or clean up high-crime places.
In the US, more than 90 per cent of police agencies use some form of ‘intensive
policing’, or intensifying police attention to high-crime areas (Weisburd and Telep 2016). 1
These tactics typically target units as small as a street segment or a specific corner.
Some cities also change the quality of policing in hotspots, enforcing minor infractions
with a ‘zero tolerance’ approach.
Another tactic is to reduce disorder in hotspots through municipal services. Such
services can make it more difficult to commit crimes by lighting dark areas or increasing
the amount of people on the street (Becker 1968). 2 Services may also signal order and
state presence, telling criminals to stay away and alerting citizens that the state is
present. Altogether, policing and services interventions grow out of the famous
‘municipal services’ hypothesis (Wilson and Kelling 1982; Apel 2013). 3
This is state building on a different margin than in weaker states, but it uses the same
tools and rationale. From Afghanistan to Iraq or the Philippines, militaries use security
forces and public services to establish order and legitimacy (Police Executive Research
Forum 2008). 4 In more stable places, such as Bogotá, the state already has some
control and legitimacy on most city streets. Here, governments are increasing state
presence on the intensive margin – the last mile of state building.
This raises a number of questions. How much can an increased state presence reduce
crime and violence? Which levers are most effective? Are there increasing or decreasing
returns for state presence? Perhaps the most important but difficult question raised,
however, is whether targeted state presence reduces overall crime, or merely displaces
it elsewhere. These are the original questions we included in our pre-analysis plan.
We tackle these questions in Bogotá, the capital of Colombia. Two per cent of the city’s
136,984 streets accounted for all murders and a quarter of all crimes from 2012–2015.
These ‘hotspots’ received less than 10 per cent of police time and limited public services.
In January 2016, a new city government decided to try increasing state presence in
hotspots. They wanted to improve security and raise citizens’ trust in police and local
government.
Interventions include greater police time, greater traffic enforcement, aggressive enforcement of infractions
and problem-oriented policing.
2 Police presence and street lighting are meant to raise the risk of detection and capture for offenders – a
tenet of the economic approach to crime prevention, where crime is a gamble and increasing expectations of
apprehension and punishment deter people from crime.
3 ‘Broken windows policing’ can mean intensive, zero tolerance policing. However, a more visible state
presence and physical order should send similar signals.
4 Besides fighting insurgents, intensifying security and public services are designed to win the ‘hearts and
minds’ of citizens. The idea is that they will be more likely to inform on offenders or collaborate against
insurgents. See Berman and Matanock (2015) for a review.
1
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We worked with the police to identify an experimental sample of 1,919 hotspot street
segments. A segment is a length of street between two intersections, a common unit of
police attention (Weisburd et al. 2012). The segments in the sample are mostly middle
and low income (91% combined), while the surrounding areas are mainly dedicated to
residential (50%) and commercial activities (38%). When we look at the data from 2012–
2015, property crime comprises 70 per cent of all crime in hotspot street segments and
the city. In order to target crime in hotspots, the city first doubled police patrol time on
756 segments (intensive policing). They then targeted 201 segments for clean-up and
better lighting (municipal services). We randomised each area’s assignment to intensive
policing, more municipal services, both, or neither.
The city modelled its interventions on standard US practices and evidence. As with
Bogotá, crime in large US cities is concentrated in a small number of hotspots. Based on
several experimental trials, there is a consensus in the US that targeting hotspots with
more state presence reduces crime within treated areas. 5 The enthusiasm for intensive
policing is bolstered by two systematic reviews that argue that the evidence also points
to reductions in crime in nearby streets (Braga et al. 2012; Weisburd and Telep 2016). 6
We only have data for the years 2012–2015, as data did not exist prior to this. There is a
positive correlation in the available data, and in all cases, it is significant at 1 per cent.
The correlation between 2015 data and 2014 data is 0.838, and when correlated with
2012 data it is 0.942, which allows us to conclude that the locations of crimes do not tend
to move around in the short term.
Spillovers and the aggregate effects on crime are difficult to pinpoint, however, because
of the small size of most studies. 7 The median study in existing reviews has fewer than
30 treated hotspots per treatment arm, and the largest has 104. These sample sizes
make it difficult to detect large effects, even those as large as 0.4 or 0.5 standard
deviations in size (Appendix A). As a result, these studies cannot rule out huge spillovers
in either direction. Given the scale of Bogotá’s experiment, however, this study can
identify direct effects of 0.15 standard deviations and spillovers as small as 0.02
standard deviations.

Chalfin and McCrary (2017) review the evidence on increased policing and find that more police
are usually associated with falling crime city-wide. Looking at targeted hotspot interventions, a
systematic review of intensive policing identified 19 eligible studies (including 9 experiments).
Among 25 tests of the core hypothesis, 20 report improvements in crime (Braga et al. 2012). These
evaluations are largely in the US. Exceptions include quasi-experimental studies such as Di Tella
and Schargrodsky (2004) in Buenos Aires, and ongoing experimental evaluations in Medellín
(Collazos et al. 2017) and Trinidad and Tobago (Sherman et al. 2014). The evidence on
interventions that tackle disorder is limited. Braga et al. (1999) and Braga and Bond (2008) report
significant reductions in crime following a combined treatment of intensive arrests and environmental
interventions in small US cities. There is some evidence that street lighting reduces crime
(Farrington and Welsh 2008). Cassidy et al. (2014) review five studies, suggesting that there is weak
evidence that urban renewal reduces youth violence.
6
Banerjee et al. (2017) see displacement from drunk driving checkpoints in India. We consider this
an important but distinct phenomenon from property and violent crime.
7
Beyond methodological difficulties, prior studies have been designed mainly to address direct
treatment effects and study spillovers as a secondary outcome. One exception is Weisburd et al.
(2005), who study drug and prostitution hotspots. Their findings suggest that the benefits from the
intervention diffuse to nearby areas.
5
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Latin America is an important place to study the state’s crime-fighting abilities. It is the
most violent region in the world, home to 42 of the 50 most dangerous cities and onethird of the world’s homicides (UNODC 2014). Major cities also have fewer police per
person than the US or Europe. Policymakers are interested in the returns on a higher
quality or quantity of policing.
In Bogotá, the mayor’s office first reallocated existing police patrols to spend more time
on high-crime streets. No new police were added in the city. Within their patrol area (a
quadrant), officers were told to double their time on two hotspots from roughly one hour
to two hours a day, in multiple visits. This intensive policing lasted from February to
October 2016. With an average of 130 segments per quadrant, there was little effect on
patrol time on other segments. Patrols simply went about their normal duties, interacting
with citizens, and stopping and frisking suspicious people. Shortly afterwards, the city
decided to tackle social disorder by repairing lights and cleaning up trash.
We designed the study to measure spillovers flexibly. Treating one hotspot can affect the
outcomes in control hotspots. For example, criminals may shift activities to nearby
hotspots, and areas close to treated segments must be crossed to deliver interventions.
Thus, spillovers pose an identification problem for direct effects. We are also interested
in spillovers to nearby streets outside the experimental sample, or non-hotspots. Taken
together, these two spillovers tell us whether crimes are deterred or pushed around the
corner.
Since we do not know the structure of spillovers, we pre-specified a more flexible design
over many possible catchment areas. We divided control hotspots into categories: 0–250
metres from a treated hotspot; 250–500 metres; and more than 500 metres. By
comparing outcomes across treatment and control categories, we can first test for
spillovers in the 0–250m and 250–500m regions, and then use unaffected regions as a
control group for estimating the effects of direct treatment. We estimate spillovers into
the non-experimental sample the same way.
Spillovers present other estimation challenges, however. By simulating the experiment
many times, we show that the close proximity of hotspots leads to hard-to-model
patterns of clustering, also known as “fuzzy clustering” (Abadie et al. 2016). In most
randomisations, hotspots close to other hotspots tend to be assigned spillover status.
This biases treatment effects and understates standard errors. Without a fixed
geographic unit of clustering, we cannot use standard correction procedures. This is a
common but relatively underexplored problem with experiments in dense social or spatial
networks. We show that randomisation inference provides exact p-values in such
settings.
To evaluate impacts, we first looked at police administrative data on reported crimes.
Police data are problematic, however, if errors in crime reporting are correlated with
treatment. Therefore, we also conducted a survey of approximately 24,000 citizens. The
survey measured unreported crimes, perceptions of security, and attitudes towards the
state. Besides providing new outcomes, these data help us test whether official crime
reporting is correlated with treatment.

3

Broadly speaking, the interventions deterred some crimes on directly treated streets, but
we cannot reject the hypothesis that this crime was displaced to neighbouring segments.
First, we find that intensive policing and municipal services each improved security by
roughly 0.1 standard deviations using both survey and administrative data. Once we
account for spillovers, however, neither decrease is statistically significant. For example,
if we consider crimes reported to the police, our best guess is that eight crimes were
averted on directly treated streets (a 1% fall). Other estimates are as high as 86 reported
crimes deterred (a 12% fall). None of these decreases, however, are statistically
significant.
The crime impacts were greatest in the 75 hotspots that received both interventions. In
this case, security increased by more than 0.3 standard deviations, which is statistically
significant at the 5 per cent level. This is equivalent, for example, to a 45 per cent
decrease in officially reported crimes in the segment. The difference between getting
both treatments or only one treatment is not always statistically significant, but it points in
the direction of increasing returns for state presence on these streets. The combined
effects of both interventions were also largest on the highest-crime hotspots.
Meanwhile, we see some evidence of adverse spillovers. We estimate spillovers into
nearby control hotspots, as well as onto the nearly 77,000 non-hotspot segments within
250m of the experimental sample. At the segment level, these spillovers are small in
magnitude: for example, in one specification, intensive policing led to an increase of only
0.016 crimes in neighbouring non-hotspot segments. Across more than 50,000 segments
close to intensively policed hotspots, however, these small effects add up. We estimate a
90 per cent confidence interval for the effect of both interventions on aggregate crime on
all city streets. It ranges from -735 (a 2% decrease in crime) to 2,033 (a 5% increase).
The average, 768, represents a 2 per cent increase in crime. Thus, at a minimum, our
study likely rules out a decrease of over 2 per cent in city-wide crime.
In our main specification, it is mainly property crime, as opposed to violent crime, that is
displaced. There is some evidence that the interventions led to a decrease of nearly 100
homicides and sexual assaults, which is an 8 per cent decline in these most-serious
crimes. This difference between violent crime and property crime is statistically
significant. This result seems to be sensitive to specification, however. For example,
violent crimes significantly increase city-wide if we estimate spillovers using a continuous
rate of decay. Thus, the property/violent crime distinction must be made with caution.
These results show the importance of small spillovers and the statistical power of the
experiment. Prior studies have not been powered to detect economically important
spillovers. Yet the cumulative effect of many tiny spillovers is obviously important in
evaluating the interventions and understanding the relationship between state presence
and violence. This is especially true when we need to assess the aggregate effects on
crime or distinguish between types of crime. Even with a sample size that is an order of
magnitude greater than the previous four experiments, the spillover and aggregate
effects are difficult to identify. Thus, methodologically, this study illustrates the
importance of scale in estimating the effects of place-based interventions, as well as the
importance of accounting for interference between treatment and control units. It also
shows the importance of using randomisation inference to avoid overstating precision.
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If our results are also accurate more generally, they add nuance to a common argument
in criminology: that crime and violence are concentrated among a small number of
people, places and behaviours, and that targeted interventions stand the best chance of
being effective (Braga et al. 2012; Abt and Winship 2016; Weisburd and Telep 2016;
Weisburd et al. 2017). Alongside another large-sample study of policing – a study of
drunk driving checkpoints by Banerjee and others (2017) – our evidence reinforces the
idea that crime is concentrated, but targeting particular places may not be generally
effective, as crime may simply be pushed around the corner. 8 If place-based
interventions simply displace crime, then targeting high-risk people and behaviours could
be more impactful in addressing this kind of criminal behaviour. Nonetheless, we
conclude with a discussion of how place-based policing and services could be more
effective.
There are parallels between our results and the historical literature on states, where the
most common response to state coercion has been to elude the state or run away (Scott
2014). The perennial problem of state building is controlling people, not land. The
evidence from Bogotá suggests this could prove true even in the last mile of state
building.
We begin this report by explaining the intervention, the research hypotheses and the
underlying theory of change in section 2. In section 3, we describe the general crime
situation in Bogotá, its security policy and a general outline of how police patrolling is
organised. In section 4, we provide a timeline of the intervention and the evaluation. In
section 5, we talk about the design and methods used for the study, and in section 6 we
give detailed explanations of how the mayor’s office and the police conducted the
intensive policing and municipal services interventions, and their level of compliance. In
section 7, we show the results, which are discussed in section 8. Lastly in section 9, we
offer policy recommendations based on the findings of the evaluation.

2. Intervention
This experiment had two interventions. The first was an intensive policing intervention
that consisted of increasing patrolling time from approximately 55 minutes per day per
hotspot street segment to 90 minutes per day, which was divided into 6 entries of 15
minutes each. Police patrols were given specific instructions on how to distribute entries
across the day. For hotspots in the control group, police did not receive any special
instructions and were free to patrol as they saw fit. Activities while patrolling were
standard (i.e. criminal record checks, door-to-door visits to the community, arrests, drug
seizures, etc.).
The second intervention was a municipal services intervention, which consisted of
sending a municipal team to selected hotspots to clean up streets in order to signal state
presence and order. The municipal team was charged with repairing street lights and
cleaning graffiti, and collecting garbage every few weeks.

Similarly, Blanes i Vidal and Mastrobuoni (2017) use natural, high-frequency variation in police
presence in the UK to argue that the deterrence effect of police lasts for a maximum of 30
minutes.
8
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These policies were already being implemented to some extent by the police and the
city. The police already targeted some of their patrolling to particularly difficult
neighbourhoods, and the city offered municipal services such as street lighting and
garbage collection throughout the city. What was new about the intervention was the
targeting and the intensity of services to the highest-crime streets to observe their impact
on the margins, as well as monitoring activities around police compliance.

2.1 Primary and secondary outcomes
Our primary outcomes are two insecurity measures: perceived risk and crime incidence.
2.1.1 Perceived risk of crime and violence on the segment
Our citizen survey asked respondents to rate perceived risk on a four-point scale from
‘very unsafe’ to ‘very safe’ in five situations: a young woman walking alone after dark on
this street; someone talking on their smartphone on this street; a young man walking
alone after dark on this street; and simply the perceived risk of crime ‘during the day’ and
‘at dusk’. We constructed an index of perceived risk that determines the average across
all respondents in the segment. All indices in the paper are standardised to have mean
zero and unit standard deviation.
2.1.2 Crime incidence on the segment
We constructed a standardised index of crime that gives equal weight to the survey and
administrative data. The two components include: (1) survey of respondents’ opinions of
the incidence of crime in that segment, as well as personal victimisation on that segment
since the beginning of the year; and (2) the total number of crime incidents in that
segment reported in the administrative crime data since the beginning of the intervention.
We can subdivide all measures into property and violent crimes, although our main
measure pools all crimes into one index.
The survey measured perceived incidence and personal victimisation by walking
respondents through a list of 11 criminal activities. After finding out whether any of these
activities had happened on the street since the beginning of the year, we asked
respondents about each crime to establish perceived frequency (ranging from ‘everyday’
to ‘never’ on a 0–6 scale), and whether it had happened to the respondent him/herself in
that segment. We show results for the two individual components in order to give a
sense of the absolute impacts and differences between survey and administrative data.
We pre-specified three secondary outcomes capturing impacts on trust in and legitimacy
of the state. First, an opinion of the police index determined the average of four attitudes
towards police: trust, quality of work, overall satisfaction, and likelihood they would give
information to police. Second, an opinion of the mayor index asked the same four
questions about the city government. Third, a crime reporting measure captured the
likelihood that people would report a crime to the police. This helps us to understand
whether administrative crime reporting changes with treatment, while also measuring the
level of collaboration with police and perceptions of their legitimacy.

2.2 Hypotheses
Our pre-analysis plan (Online Appendix D) focused on intention-to-treat (ITT) estimates
to identify the impact of our intervention regardless of whether the police and/or
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municipal team complied with the treatment status of each street segment. This analysis
addressed the policy question of whether an intensive policing and/or municipal services
strategy affects crime months after the intervention. We hypothesised that not only will
treatment affect segments assigned to 90 additional minutes of policing, but there will
also be spillover effects onto nearby untreated units.

2.3 Hotspot policing
We hypothesised that treatment would increase policing time in treated hotspots and
decrease policing time in non-treated spillover segments. We also hypothesised that
treatment would decrease crime in segments assigned to intensive policing. We tested
these hypotheses using a two-tailed test. For spillover control units, the direction of the
crime effect is uncertain: spillover segments might see increases in crime due to
displacement or decreases in crime due to deterrence and a diffusion of benefits. For
this reason, we used a two-tailed test.
Furthermore, the effects on spillover segments may vary across time. We hypothesised
that if the effect of police presence on crime is gained mostly through deterrence, the
reallocation of police presence should only have a transitory effect on crime unless this
reallocation leads to a permanent shift in offenders’ perceived probability of
apprehension. Even if there are positive spillovers in the short run, there may still be
some crime displacement over a longer period, as offenders seek out new low-cost
locations.

2.4 Municipal services
We hypothesised that treatment would increase the number of times a segment is visited
by the municipal team, and it might also reduce crime. We tested these hypotheses
using a two-tailed test. We anticipated decreases in crime for spillover units and tested
this using a two-sided test. However, we hypothesised that the spillover effect would be
less pronounced than that in the intensive policing case.

2.5 Interaction
We hypothesised that segments receiving both the intensive policing and municipal
services treatments would see larger decreases in crime than segments receiving just
one. We tested this hypothesis using a one-tailed test.

2.6 Theory of change
The City of Bogotá has begun with two of the most commonplace, high-profile theories of
crime reduction in the US (e.g. Abt and Winship 2016). Two main theories underlie the
current interventions examined in this study. The first is the economic theory of crime
introduced by Becker (1968), which argues that individuals take into account the
probability of apprehension and punishment when making the decision to engage in a
criminal act. Therefore, increasing the likelihood of apprehension and punishment should
prevent criminals from taking part in illegal activities. The second theory is the municipal
services hypothesis (Wilson and Kelling 1982), which reconciles with the previous theory
by introducing criminals’ subjective perceptions of apprehension and punishment. That
is, the conditions of an environment may carry signals about social norms and
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enforcement capacity. If the environment presents itself as highly disordered, criminals
may believe that police presence and other enforcement efforts are weak in that location.
The first intervention (intensive policing) increased police presence in hotspots by
reallocating police from street segments with less crime to those with more. We
theorised that police officers in charge of policing those hotspot segments assigned to
treatment would increase their number of patrol minutes from 55 minutes per day to 90
minutes per day. The activities the police performed while patrolling would be standard
(criminal record checks, door-to-door visits to the community, arrests, drug seizures,
etc.). Potential criminals and the community would then become aware of the increased
police presence in these streets.
The reaction of potential criminals to the increased patrol time can be examined through
the economic theory of crime. The increased amount of time that police patrols spend in
these segments increases the likeliness of apprehension and punishment. Because
potential criminals are more likely to be caught, the expected cost of engaging in criminal
activities in these areas rises. For some individuals, these higher costs will now outweigh
the benefits of committing the crime, thereby leading to a decrease in crime. This
increase in police presence may also have an effect through the municipal services
hypothesis mechanism, in the sense that the mere presence of police patrols, even if
they are not taking action, may change the perception of surveillance and therefore
decrease incentives to commit crimes among potential offenders.
The second intervention (municipal services) aimed to reduce street disorder and create
an environment of lawfulness. Municipal services teams were sent into hotspots to clean
up trash and graffiti, and repair non-functional streetlights.
The reaction of potential criminals to the improved physical environment can also be
viewed through the lens of Becker’s theory of crime, although it has roots in Wilson and
Kelling’s (1982) theory. The physical environment of streets carries signals about social
norms and enforcement and helps promote some forms of criminal behaviour. Potential
criminals will become aware of the improved physical environment and believe that
police presence and other enforcement efforts are stronger at this location. Therefore,
the subjective perception of apprehension and punishment will rise. Similar to the
policing intervention, this will increase the cost of engaging in criminal activity and thus
decrease crime.
There are several challenges to these theories, however, which we feel the existing
literature has yet to address:
First, there is the risk that both interventions displace, rather than reduce, crime. If the
expected cost of crime increases for a criminal in his/her preferred location, he/she may
move to another less costly (less patrolled) place instead of choosing not to commit the
crime. Existing studies are generally too limited, or do not have the appropriate data, to
test for such displacement, especially spillovers to non-adjacent streets. We addressed
this concern by looking at spatial displacement within police quadrants.
A second challenge is that increased contact between the police and the community may
actually lower intergroup trust and cooperation. For example, if the additional patrolling
time is spent on making arrests that the community deems to be unfair or unnecessary,
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the police may face backlash from the community, causing trust to fall. While we did not
have control over the actions of the police during the additional patrolling time, we
collected various sets of data to understand the community’s response to the additional
policing. Our endline survey contained questions about perceptions of police power.
A third challenge is that interventions like these may increase violence in the short term
but improve development outcomes in the medium term (e.g. Berman and Matanock
2015; Berman et al. 2016). For example, gangs that hold control in some areas of the
city may respond to the increased state presence with additional violence. On the other
hand, if such gangs are removed, they may leave a power vacuum that creates a
struggle for local control.
A fourth challenge is that the deterrence effect of policing will depend on the likelihood
and severity of punishment; if prosecution rates are low, the expected cost of crime for a
criminal will decrease.
Because of the essential role that our theory of change plays in understanding the
impact of our intervention and various risks associated with this theory, a portion of our
evaluation will include a qualitative component to understand and document the
channels through which the changes take (or do not take) place.

3. Context
3.1 Bogotá
Bogotá, a city of roughly eight million people, is the industrial and political centre of
Colombia. In 2015, Bogotá’s gross domestic product per capita was US$9,612 at market
exchange rates, or about $22,000 adjusted for purchasing power parity (PPP). Ten per
cent of the population were below the national poverty line for metropolitan areas of
PPP$6 a day, and 2 per cent were below the extreme poverty line for metropolitan areas
of PPP$2.50 a day. Many poor were displaced by a low-intensity civil war that ran for half
a century until a peace agreement in 2016.
Crime is one of the most pressing social problems in Bogotá. In the 1990s, Bogotá was
one of the most violent cities in the world, with 81 murders per 100,000 people. 9 In 2016,
this figure was 15.6. This is much lower than the most violent cities in the world, such as
Caracas (120), Cape Town (65), Detroit (64), and Cali, Colombia (64). It is comparable
to a US city like Chicago, with 15 murders per 100,000 in 2015, but greater than the 7
recorded in Los Angeles or 4 in New York. 10 As in cities like Chicago, despite
improvements, crime remains one of the foremost social and political concerns.
Table 1 presents a comparison of outcomes between Bogotá and the national population
of Colombia with regard to the mean and standard deviation for violent and property
crimes. It compares crime rates (per 100,000 people) between Bogotá and the rest of the
country from 2010 to 2015. This information comes from a police database for reported
It had 81 murders per 100,000 people in 1993. A number of factors are said to have contributed
to the improvement, including the decline in civil war, as well as advances in police capacity, gun
control policies, restrictions on alcohol consumption, and a major local security push. Figures from
the World Atlas.
10
US figures come from the FBI Uniform Crime Report and others from the World Atlas.
9
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crimes. As seen in the table, Bogotá generally has higher crime rates than the national
average. 11
Table 1: Descriptive statistics: Bogotá vs rest of the country – baseline
Bogotá
Mean
SD
Reported crime rate (100,000 pop). From 2010 to 2015.
Violent
crimes
Homicide
Injuries
Property crimes
Personal robbery
Car theft
Motorcycle theft
Municipalities
Years
Observations

171.94
17.54
154.40
356.21
294.61
32.78
28.82

20.92
2.32
21.97
59.23
59.62
6.10
6.33
1
6
6

Rest of the country
Mean
SD

140.83
24.91
115.92
66.81
47.97
4.06
14.78
1121
6
6726

125.51
30.68
119.61
99.22
78.39
9.59
30.04

Note: SD = standard deviations. It is important to note that the data in the table include all areas
of Bogotá (urban and rural), while the study only considered Bogotá’s urban area.
Source: National Police of Colombia.

The nature of Bogotá’s crime varies from pickpocketing and cell phone theft in busy
commercial areas, to burglary of businesses and homes, to drug sales and any resulting
violence. Most violent crimes are crimes of passion. The mayor’s office estimates that
81% of all homicides in the city in 2015 were the result of fights, 12% were contracted
killings, and 5% resulted from violent robberies. Most offenders are individual young
people. There are some semi-organised youth gangs and some organised crime, but
they do not seem to be responsible for the vast majority of street crime or violence.
Bogotá is divided into geographic units called localidades. Table 2 displays the
distribution of crime by localidades and the most prominent type of crime in each.

We do not have information about risk perception and police performance rating for the rest of
the country or for the covariates, as these data are not collected for the national population;
therefore, we could not compare these outcomes.
11
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Table 2: Distribution of crime in Bogotá 2012–2015
Name

Antonio
Nariño
Barrios
Unidos

Total crimes
Most
%
prominent
(1)
(2)
2.68

Property

3.33

Property

Name

Total crimes
%
(3)

Puente
Aranda
Rafael
Uribe
San
Cristobal
Santa Fe
Suba

Most
prominent
(4)

3.95

Property

4.87

Property

Bosa
5.78
Violent
4.08
Property
Candelaria
1.47
Property
4.83
Property
Chapinero
6.41
Property
11.38
Property
Ciudad
Bolivar
7.60
Violent
Teusaquillo
4.38
Property
Engativa
8.00
Property
Tunjuelito
2.52
Property
Fontibon
4.40
Property
Usaquen
6.70
Violent
Kennedy
10.61
Property
Usme
3.38
Violent
Los Martires
3.63
Property
Notes: The table displays the proportion of crime by localidad. The first and third columns
represent the percentage of the total crime in the city for each localidad, while the second and
fourth columns display the most prominent type of crime, namely property or violent crime.
Source: National Police of Colombia.

Like many cities, crime in Bogotá is also highly concentrated. According to official crime
statistics, from 2012 to 2015 just 2 per cent of the city’s 136,984 street segments
accounted for all murders, as well as one quarter of all other reported crimes. These
hotspots are distributed around the city. They include wealthy areas where criminals
come to mug pedestrians, burgle homes, or steal expensive cars, as well as more barren
industrial areas with little traffic, where it is easier to sell drugs or steal. Hotspots also
include popular nightlife areas.
Bogotá has moderate to low levels of police compared with large US and Latin American
cities. Bogotá has about 18,000 police officers in operational activities, including
approximately 6,200 patrol agents. We estimate that there are about 239 police per
10,000 people. The Colombian average is 350, and most cities are above Bogotá’s ratio.
The national ratio in the US was 230 in 2013 but it is greater in large cities, including 413
in New York, 444 in Chicago, 611 in Washington or 257 in Los Angeles. 12

3.2 Security policy
Patrols are instructed to spend more time in high-crime places but do not necessarily
comply. One indication is that 2 per cent of streets account for one quarter of all crime,
but we estimate that they received roughly 10 per cent of police patrol time during 2012–
2015.

Data for Colombia was reported by the Secretariat of Security of Bogotá; data for the US are
from the Department of Justice Statistics; and other data are from the United Nations Office on
Drugs and Crime.
12
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We discreetly observed police patrols and performed qualitative interviews with residents
in 100 of the treated hotspots. The police freely patrol almost all city streets. Our
assessment is that patrols are reasonably well regarded. The broader police force is not
without problems, but our citizen survey (detailed below) suggests that street patrol
officers are generally regarded as competent and non-corrupt. If anything, residents
complained that officers were not present often enough.
In January 2016, Enrique Peñalosa came to power as the new mayor. Crime reduction
and increasing trust in government were central to his platform. In his first 100 days, the
mayor pledged to dedicate more municipal services and law enforcement in 750
hotspots.
Municipal services included trash collection, tree pruning, graffiti clean-up and streetlight
maintenance. The performing agencies report directly to the mayor’s office, but the
mayor’s power is limited by contracts and difficulties in monitoring and enforcing
instructions.
When it comes to the police, the mayor’s office can influence tactics, force allocations,
and equipment, but has little say in total force size. City police forces in Colombia are a
branch of the national police and report to the Minister of Defence; however, the city has
the power of the purse, as it controls the budget and pays for police equipment. The
Colombian constitution also calls on police to comply with the mayor’s requests and
policies. Changes in force levels are much more expensive, however, and the national
government rejected the mayor’s request to increase the number of police. Thus, the
mayor’s office focused on increasing police efficiency and quality, especially street
patrols.

3.3 Patrolling
The quadrant (cuadrante) is the basic patrolling unit. Bogotá has 19 urban police
stations. Stations are divided into CAIs (Comandos de Atención Inmediata), which are
small local police bases that coordinate patrol agents and take civilian calls. Each CAI
has about 10 quadrants. There are 1,051 quadrants, each with an average of 130 street
segments.
Each quadrant has six permanent patrol officers. They patrol in pairs, on motorbikes and
on foot, in three shifts of eight hours each. In practice, patrols are expected to move
about throughout their shift, by motorbike. They may patrol a street on motorbike or
dismount to speak to shopkeepers, passers-by and suspicious people.
Patrols carry a handheld computer that allows them to check a person’s identification
number for outstanding warrants. Patrols have daily quotas. They are expected to
regularly stop and frisk any suspicious people, and will seize illegal weapons (usually
knives) and other contraband. Patrols tend to focus interrogations on young men. An
arrest means both patrollers must take the suspect to the station for hours of paperwork
and processing. This keeps them from meeting performance goals, and so patrols may
avoid minor arrests.
The handheld computer also contains a global positioning system (GPS) chip that
records the patrol’s location roughly every 30 seconds (when operational). The city first
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piloted and introduced the system in late 2015, under the previous mayor. The new
system lets station commanders view patrol positions in real time and get regular
performance statistics. Thus, the study period entailed increased monitoring and
measurement of patrol activity.

3.4 External validity
In most cities in the world, crime is highly concentrated in a small number of places, and
intensive policing has been used in places as diverse as Minneapolis, Trinidad and
Tobago, and now Cali, Medellín and Bogotá. Similarly, municipal services interventions
have been tried in places like Jersey City, New Jersey and Lowell, Massachusetts.
Therefore, the transferability of the intervention itself to different contexts is possible.
The fact that we are working in a single city limits external validity. This experiment in
Colombia offers the first large-scale randomised trials of intensive policing outside a
developed country. Therefore, the external validity is fundamentally uncertain. At the
same time, this entire trial is a test of external validity outside the US.

4. Timeline
Figure 1 shows the timeline of the project’s development.
Figure 1: Timeline of the project
Year

2016

Quarter

1

Activities
Start of Peñalosa’s administration
Citizen baseline survey
Ensuring involvement of IA and other
stakeholders in the design of the study
Intervention hotspots
Intervention municipal services
Citizen endline survey
Qualitative research
Lighting survey
Policy brief
Working paper
Meetings with stakeholders to present the results
Data and coding publicly available
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2017
2

3

4

1

2018
2

3

4

1

5. Evaluation: Design, methods and implementation
5.1 Ethical research
Policing involves coercion, and Bogotá police have mixed levels of legitimacy in the eyes
of the community. Police tactics are sometimes controversial, including the routine use of
‘stop and frisk’ tactics. Randomising police intensity has real personal consequences for
citizens on treatment and control streets. These consequences are, however, unknown,
and it is the aim of this study to assess them.
There are a number of factors that argue for the importance of this research, most of all
a democratic mandate for the interventions themselves and a careful identification of
what works:
● Insecurity and crime are now the top concern of Bogotá residents according to
public opinion polls;
● The democratically elected Mayor Peñalosa put criminal reform and policing as
his central campaign pledge;
● The mayor identified intensive policing and targeted municipal services as one of
his ten major objectives for the first 100 days of his administration;
● The first senior official the mayor selected for his administration was Daniel Mejía
for Secretary of Security, largely based on Mejía’s record of rigorous research
and evidence-based policy, which was also an aim of Peñalosa’s;
● Virtually no evidence has informed policing and security to date; and
● The central objective of the study is to closely track citizen well-being and
security.
Moreover, the project has already been approved by Institutional Review Boards in
Colombia, Chicago, Los Andes and Innovations for Poverty Action (IPA), covering all
Principal Investigators involved.

5.2 Methodology
The size and direction of spillovers drive the policy implications of place-based anti-crime
programmes. Failing to account for spillovers could also bias our estimates of direct
treatment effects. If control hotspots are close enough to treated hotspots to experience
displacement or diffusion, then spillovers violate the standard assumption of ‘no
interference between units’. Previous studies have generally ignored the possibility of
interference between treatment and control hotspots, and focused instead on spillovers
into nearby non-hotspots. This is reasonable in small samples where hotspots are widely
dispersed and the spillover regions do not overlap. But interference between units grows
large as we scale up to hundreds of treated hotspots in a city. The same would be true of
any intervention in a spatial or social network. This is a growing source of experimental
work. We illustrate how to approach these challenges through the experiment design and
randomisation inference.
We did not know the range of spatial spillovers, and so we pre-specified a flexible design
that tested for spillovers in radii of 250m and 500m around treated streets. There are
many other ways to model spillovers, and we test robustness to a continuous rate of
decay, as well as different radii. Previous literature on hotspots policing has focused
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mainly on catchment areas of about two blocks or 150m (Braga et al. 1999; Braga and
Bond 2008; Mazerolle et al. 2000; Taylor et al. 2011; Weisburd and Green 1995). We felt
150m to be too conservative, however, and opted for 250m instead. We also specified a
500m option in case spillovers were unexpectedly large. Wider radii seemed implausible
and would have eliminated the pure control category in a single city.
Our preferred approach partitions control segments into one of three experimental
conditions according to their distance from the treated segment: less than 250m, 250–
500m, and more than 500m. Figure 2 illustrates this partition. The hotspot segment at
the centre of the two radii was assigned to the intensive policing treatment. For
simplicity, Figure 2 ignores municipal services. Nearby hotspots are classified by their
distance to the treated segment. One virtue of this approach is that all treatment effects
estimates are simply differences in the means of the experimental conditions. We can
also use this design to assess spillover effects on non-hotspots outside the experimental
sample. We opt for regression-based estimates to control for possible confounders, as
described below, but these preserve the spirit of the mean differences approach.
Our approach ignores the possibility of spillovers beyond 500m, as well as non-spatial
spillovers. Some crime is undoubtedly displaced in non-Euclidean ways (e.g. to possibly
distant hotspots where the benefits of crime are high and the risk of detection is low).
Figure 2: An example of assignment to the four treatment conditions

Source: Base map – ESRI, Open Street Maps and GIS user community.
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5.3 Sample size
Our experimental sample consists of the 1,919 hotspot street segments with the highest
aggregate crime index from January 2012 to September 2015 that were verified by the
police to be areas of crime.
To estimate the minimum detectable effects our experiment is powered to detect, we
regressed crime from 2015 (mean of 12.99, standard deviation of 51.25) on treatment
assignments from our randomisation procedure, baseline controls including crime from
2012 to 2014 and previous police patrolling time, and block fixed effects using the
weighted pairwise regression described below in section 7. All power calculations were
based on a two-tailed hypothesis with a significance level of 0.05 and 80 per cent
statistical power. To account for the interrelationship between segments, we posited four
sets of potential outcomes: being treated; being untreated but within 250m of a treated
segment; being untreated but between 250m and 500m of a treated hotspot; and being
untreated and more than 500m away from any treated hotspot. Our power calculations
are all relative to this final group.
Our power calculations reveal that for our policing intervention, we are powered to detect
an effect of 0.10 standard deviations for treated units, 0.13 standard deviations for
spillover units within 250m of a treated hotspot, and 0.12 standard deviations for spillover
units between 250m and 500m of a treated hotspot. For the municipal services
treatment, these numbers are 0.08, 0.11 and 0.10, respectively. We are also powered to
detect an interaction effect of 0.13 standard deviations for units receiving both
treatments. For the non-experimental sample, we are powered to detect effects of about
0.03 standard deviations for both types of spillover units.
Because we are using administrative data to evaluate our intervention, attrition was not
an issue.
The mayor of Bogotá promised to deliver at least 750 treated hotspots, so our goal was
to randomly assign between 750 and 770 hotspots that would receive at least 90 minutes
of policing per day, with the remaining hotspots assigned to a control group for which the
police station would receive no special instructions but would be free to patrol them as
they saw fit. Restrictions on the operational capacity of the police implied that any given
quadrant could not have more than two treated hotspots. We began by randomly
assigning each quadrant with at least one hotspot to either treatment or control with a
treatment probability of 0.60, blocking by police station.
Because of our blocking strategy, the number of treated hotspots falls below 750 in some
randomisations. We restricted our randomisations to only those where at least 750
hotspots were assigned to treatment, but no more than 770 (the maximum the police
could handle). For quadrants assigned to treatment, we then assigned hotspots to
treatment or control using the following rule:
● Quadrants with one or two hotspots: assign both to treatment.
● Quadrants with more than two hotspots: randomly assign two to treatment and
the rest to control.
A randomisation was deemed successful only if the number of hotspot segments
assigned to treatment was between 750 and 770. Our randomisation procedure
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assigned 756 hotspots to treatment and 1,163 to control. Treated hotspots account for
24 per cent of the aggregate crime index, while untreated hotspots account for 31 per
cent of the aggregate crime index.
Determining eligibility for the municipal services treatment required a segment-level
measure of disorder. For this reason, we sent out enumerators to all 1,919 hotspots to
take five photographs and rate hotspots on the presence of graffiti, municipal services,
garbage, boarded-up buildings and run-down buildings. Enumerators were able to reach
1,534 out of 1,919 hotspots.
We ran the following weighted least squares (WLS) regression to test whether there
were differences between the accessible and inaccessible street segments:
𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼
𝑌𝑌𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = 𝛽𝛽1𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 𝑀𝑀𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 + 𝛽𝛽2𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 𝐼𝐼𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 + 𝛽𝛽3𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 (𝑀𝑀 × 𝐼𝐼)𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 + 𝛾𝛾𝑝𝑝 + 𝜃𝜃 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 𝑋𝑋𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 + 𝜖𝜖𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠

Table 3 shows the estimates of the municipal services treatment assignment and
inaccessible streets. The inaccessible streets seem to have less crime, though there is
no difference between accessible and inaccessible streets except the crime rate in their
quadrants. The missing streets are less likely to be high or middle income. There are
differences between accessible and inaccessible streets in terms of the number of
segments in the quadrant.
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Table 3: Estimates of the municipal services treatment assignment and the inaccessible streets
Control
mean
(1)
4.842
1.860
2.983
6.123
1.443
4.680
3.706
37.498
560.156
0.373
0.130
0.094
0.583
121.815
4.034
1.212
0.305
0.506
0.283
0.140
0.071
0.338
0.278
0.384

# of reported crimes on street, 2012–2015 (original)
# of violent crimes
# of property crimes
# of reported crimes on street, 2012–2015 (updated)
# of violent crimes
# of property crimes
# of crimes on quadrant
Average daily patrolling time (11/2015), minutes
Metres from police infrastructure
Zoned for industry/commercial
Zoned for services
High-income street segment
Medium-income street segment
# of segments in quadrant
# of experimental units in quadrant
# of HSP treated units in quadrant
# of MS treated units in quadrant
Intensive policing assignment: treated
Intensive policing assignment: proximal spillover
Intensive policing assignment: distant spillover
Intensive policing assignment: pure control
Municipal services assignment: proximal spillover
Municipal services assignment: distant spillover
Municipal services assignment: pure control
Note: HSP = hotspot policing. MS = municipal services.
Source: National Police of Colombia and Mayor’s Office of Bogotá.

Municipal services
Coeff.
p-val
(2)
(3)
-0.335
0.406
-0.147
0.389
-0.188
0.548
-0.522
0.762
0.039
0.949
-0.561
0.624
-0.207
0.404
-0.959
0.857
-4.179
0.867
0.062
0.156
0.027
0.350
-0.020
0.182
0.035
0.340
4.472
0.450
-0.060
0.771
-0.084
0.329
0.915
0.000
-0.085
0.058
0.078
0.052
0.020
0.548
-0.012
0.537
-0.336
0.000
-0.284
0.000
-0.380
0.000
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Inaccessible areas
Coeff.
p-val
(4)
(5)
-1.373
0.000
-0.092
0.657
-1.281
0.000
-4.242
0.001
-1.211
0.011
-3.031
0.001
-0.931
0.004
-1.752
0.720
3.582
0.879
-0.032
0.369
-0.011
0.660
-0.045
0.006
-0.224
0.000
23.812
0.000
-0.552
0.007
-0.069
0.311
-0.084
0.079
-0.016
0.684
-0.010
0.749
-0.028
0.188
0.053
0.014
-0.058
0.069
0.025
0.430
0.034
0.288

Interaction
Coeff.
p-val
(6)
(7)
1.083
0.114
0.429
0.259
0.655
0.206
1.550
0.497
0.830
0.475
0.720
0.575
2.480
0.080
17.208
0.338
-23.260
0.730
-0.008
0.924
0.007
0.897
0.051
0.108
-0.066
0.359
-33.676
0.006
-0.199
0.537
-0.030
0.858
0.031
0.685
0.072
0.426
-0.128
0.056
0.006
0.925
0.051
0.379
0.091
0.009
-0.006
0.846
-0.084
0.023

We created a 0–5 index of need for the municipal services treatment using the data
mentioned above. Table 4 displays the breakdown of this index for the 1,534 segments
our enumerators were able to rate. Thirty per cent of these hotspots show no need for
the municipal services treatment.
Table 4: Breakdown of municipal services need
Index of need (0–5)
0
1
2
3
4
5
Total rated

#
460
655
348
57
13
1
1,534

Notes: The index of need is defined as the sum of graffiti presence, broken lights, garbage on the
street, boarded-up buildings and run-down buildings. Photographers could only reach 1,534/1,919
hotspots due to safety concerns.

We restricted eligibility for the municipal services treatment to hotspots with an index
score of 1 or greater, and all hotspots our enumerators could not access. To randomise
segments, we assigned eligible hotspots to treatment with a probability of p = 0.25,
blocking by station and intensive policing assignment (treated; less than 250m spillover;
more than 250m and less than 500m; and greater than 500m from a treated unit). We
then randomised these selected hotspots into different batches to roll out the intervention
over time. Table 5 displays the distribution of hotspots assigned to municipal services by
station. The average localidad has 22 hotspots assigned to receive the treatment.
Table 5: Distribution of hotspots assigned to municipal services treatment
Name

Antonio Nariño
Barrios Unidos
Bosa
Candelaria
Chapinero
Ciudad Bolivar
Engativa
Fontibon
Kennedy
Los Martires

Assigned to treatment
#
% of all hotspots
(1)
(2)
15
11
15
16
35
33
21
21
43
22

Name

Puente
Aranda
Rafael Uribe
San Cristobal
Santa Fe
Suba
Teusaquillo
Tunjuelito
Usaquen
Usme

0.29
0.17
0.26
0.27
0.13
0.22
0.21
0.20
0.22
0.25

Assigned to treatment
#
% of all hotspots
(3)
(4)
13
26
15
23
46
16
15
21
8

0.29
0.26
0.31
0.27
0.19
0.25
0.31
0.19
0.26

Notes: The table displays the distribution of hotspots assigned to receive municipal services by
localidad. The first and third columns represent the total number of hotspots receiving the
treatment in each localidad, while the second and fourth columns display the percentage of
allhotspots that receive the treatment.
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We batched the units receiving municipal services into two groups. The first group
started receiving treatment on 11 April. We sent photographers to analyse compliance
with the intervention from 1 July. After analysing the data, we decided not to move onto
the second batch but instead to increase the intensity for the first batch.
In order to measure spatial spillovers and retrieve the direct causal effect of intensive
policing and/or municipal services on crime, we differentiate between control units
depending on their distance to treated hotspots. Table 6 breaks down how hotspots are
distributed in 16 potential outcomes.
Table 6: Distribution of treatment and spillover

Hotspots policing
assignment

Distribution of treatment assignments
Broken windows assignment
250–
Treated < 250m
500m
> 500m
Treated
75
196
192
293
< 250m
74
281
185
165
250–500m
32
47
102
113
> 500m
20
22
16
106
All
201
546
495
677

All
756
705
294
164
1,919

Notes: The table breaks down our sample of 1,919 hotspots into 16 groups based on treatment
assignment and distance to other treated units.

Out of the sample of 1,919 hotspot segments, 756 are assigned to hotspot treatment,
705 are spillover segments within 250m of a treated hotspot, 294 are spillover segments
between 250m and 500m of a treated hotspot, and 164 are controls more than 500m
from any treated hotspot. Similarly, 201 are treated by the municipal services treatment,
546 are within 250m of a treated hotspot, 495 are between 250m and 500m of a treated
hotspot, and 677 are controls more than 500m away from any hotspot receiving the
municipal services treatment. 106 units are considered ‘pure control’ in that they are
more than 500m away from any hotspot receiving either treatment.

5.4 Data
We have administrative data on crimes, police patrolling time, socio-economic
characteristics of all land plots in Bogotá, geo-coded urban infrastructure and location of
public surveillance cameras. We complement the administrative data with primary data
collection. In the end, we draw on six main sources of data prior to, during, and at the
conclusion of the interventions.
5.4.1 Administrative data on police and municipal services compliance
The police shared the full database of GPS patrol locations for all 136,984 streets, 2015–
2017. Twenty-three city agencies also shared reports on their diagnosis of each street
and compliance with treatment for all streets assigned to the municipal services
treatment.
5.4.2 Crime and policing
Police shared data on reported crimes and operations from 2012 to 2017, geolocated to
136,984 streets.
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5.4.3 Survey of Bogotá residents 13
In October 2016, we surveyed 24,000 citizens in 2,399 segments: the 1,919 in the
experimental sample, plus a representative sample of 480 segments outside the
experimental sample. We interviewed a convenience sample of 10 people per segment,
and averaged responses across each segment. As the respondents had to be very
familiar with the segment, we limited our sample to individuals who know, live or work in
the specific segment. The enumerators found respondents in the segment in the
following ways: at their work station, in their homes in the segment, or as they were
passing by. Passers-by had to walk through the segment frequently to be able to answer
the survey. The enumerators were told to vary the profile of the respondent. The survey
collected outcomes such as: perceptions of security risks, perceived incidence of crimes,
crimes personally experienced, crime reporting, and trust in and perceived legitimacy of
the police and the mayor’s office. Figure 3 illustrates the difference between actual and
officially reported crimes. We asked whether people had experienced a crime since the
beginning of the year, whether they had attempted to report it, and if they were
successful. Homicides were reported by the police if individuals did not report them, so
administrative data probably captured most murders. However, for all other crimes,
about 27 per cent of people said they reported the crime, and an additional 9 per cent
said they attempted to report the crime but were unsuccessful. Reporting rates are
highest for vehicle theft, because insurance claims require a report.
The survey was conducted by Sistemas Especializados de Información (Specialised
Information Systems; SEI), who was selected through a merit competition. We invited
four survey firms to participate in the competition and SEI won as its proposal had the
highest quality (supervisors per enumerators, data entry procedures, etc.). SEI and IPA
trained the enumerators and supervisors in a three-day workshop, plus an additional day
of training for the supervisors.
Citizens were incentivised to participate in the survey with a weekly raffle of US$15 of
phone credit for all who took part.
IPA monitored the survey implementation and put in place quality control measures such
as field supervision, high frequency checks, backcheck calls and data entry checks
(Online Appendix A).

We created a convenience sample because we had insufficient funds for a representative
survey. We are aware that survey data are vulnerable to potential bias, as are administrative data,
and so they are useful in cross-checking each other.
13
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Figure 3: Proportion of crime reported, by crime (survey based)

5.4.4 Survey of street disorder
To measure levels of street disorder before and after treatment, we sent enumerators
hired by IPA to take photographs and rate the presence of graffiti, garbage and boardedup buildings on a 0–5 scale.
5.4.5 Administrative data on pre-treatment street characteristics
The city also shared data on pre-treatment street characteristics: urban density; income
level (high, medium, low); economic use (housing, services, industry); presence of public
surveillance cameras; and distance to the closest police station, commercial area,
school, religious centre, health centre, transport station, or other public services such as
justice.
5.4.6 Qualitative interviews
A PhD student did informal qualitative interviews with dozens of police officers and
citizens about their experiences with the intervention and police tactics in general. IPA
also hired observers to discreetly visit 100 streets in the experimental sample for a day
and passively observe police behaviour. They also interviewed citizens in each segment
about police behaviour and attitudes.
5.4.7 Street light survey
Enumerators hired by IPA went to the street segments and rated the quality of the street
lights and perceptions about security in the segments.
Our primary outcomes are two insecurity measures (as mentioned in section 2.1):
perceived risk and crime incidence. Table 7 reports summary statistics on a standardised
index of each outcome for each of the 4 × 5 experimental conditions, using inverse
probability weights for assignment into each of the treatment conditions. We created our
own survey measures, as existing literature tends to rely on administrative data only.
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Table 7: Summary statistics for the primary security outcomes, all experimental
conditions
Treated
(1)
A: Perceived risk (z-score)

Intensive policing assignment

Intensive policing assignment

Mean
SD
N
Mean
< 250m
SD
N
Mean
250–500m
SD
N
Mean
> 500m
SD
N
B: Crime incidence (z-score)
Mean
Treated
SD
N
Mean
< 250m
SD
N
Mean
250–500m
SD
N
Mean
> 500m
SD
N
Treated

Municipal services assignment
< 250m 250–500m > 500m
(2)
(3)
(4)

Ineligible
(5)

-0.073
0.876
75
0.168
1.061
74
-0.105
1.042
32
-0.174
0.914
20

0.430
1.017
154
0.335
1.005
213
0.291
0.883
32
0.320
1.078
14

0.138
0.864
150
0.223
0.859
130
0.057
0.938
75
0.124
1.042
13

-0.013
0.943
201
0.160
1.369
125
0.256
0.942
80
-0.218
0.912
68

-0.373
0.934
174
-0.124
1.013
162
-0.337
0.974
75
-0.651
0.994
49

-0.079
0.808
75
0.157
1.032
74
-0.143
0.825
32
-0.215
1.092
20

0.379
1.010
154
0.425
1.056
213
0.207
1.024
32
0.361
1.297
14

-0.056
0.790
150
0.139
0.849
130
-0.053
0.889
75
-0.147
1.024
13

-0.047
0.868
201
0.169
1.769
125
0.096
0.921
80
-0.325
0.745
68

-0.179
0.877
174
0.248
1.230
162
-0.105
0.874
75
-0.419
0.862
49

Notes: SD = standard deviation. We report weighted means for each experimental condition,
where weights are the inverse of the probability of falling in the corresponding treatment condition.
We estimate that probability with repeated simulations of the randomisation procedure. The
ineligible condition in column 5 reflects those streets that did not exhibit any disorder at baseline.
Technically there are 3 ◊ 4 ineligible conditions for each dependent variable, one for each relative
distance from municipal services treated streets, but we pool those columns here for simplicity.

6. Interventions
6.1 Intensive policing
Intensive policing began on 9 February 2016 and ended on 14 October 2016. 14 Intensive
policing generally meant a two-thirds increase in police patrol time. As we will see below,
during the intervention control streets received roughly 92 minutes of patrol time on
The government, however, did not publicise the eligible high-crime streets, the existence of an
experimental design, or which specific streets were being targeted. The mayor’s office initially
planned to run this intensive policing intervention for at least four to six months. They extended
the intervention in part to permit the research team enough time to fund and conduct a survey of
citizens.
14
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average, with treated streets receiving an additional 77 minutes – an 84 per cent
increase. 15 When we allow for one spillover, control streets received 62 minutes of patrol
time on average, while treated streets received an additional 82 minutes and spillover
streets less than 250m away received an additional 12 minutes. 16 In order not to
overextend patrols, the police required us to assign no more than two hotspots to
treatment per quadrant so as not to distort regular duties too much. A 77-minute increase
in two hotspots implied that patrol time fell in other segments in the quadrant by roughly
one minute each.
Commanders told patrols to visit treatment hotspots at least six times per day for roughly
15 minutes each, mostly during the day, unless near a bar. The police generally did not
know what hotspots were in the control group, but in principle they could make reliable
guesses. Commanders instructed patrols to continue their normal duties in treated
hotspots: running criminal record checks; stopping, questioning, and frisking suspicious
people; door-to-door visits to the community; conducting arrests or drug seizures; and so
forth.
The only exception was in three streets known as ‘The Bronx’. Early in our intervention
period, the police and city invaded and cleared the three streets. This was a much more
intensive, one-time intervention. Two of the three streets happened to be assigned to
treatment and one had been assigned to the control group. Police cleared the streets
and the city demolished the buildings. In this extreme case, it is obvious that more
policing can reduce crime.

6.2 Municipal services
One city office coordinates street-light maintenance and a second office is in charge of
all clean-up activities. Both offices contract private companies to service the streets.
Contractors were expected to perform their usual duties, but the mayor’s office gave
contractors lists of segments where they were asked to assess issues and deliver
appropriate services. The municipal services intervention began on 11 April 2016 and
continued until the end of the intensive policing intervention.
The municipal service and the policing intervention overlapped for six months.

6.3 Compliance
The police patrols and municipal services complied with instructions and treatment
assignment. Police did so for the full eight months, while municipal services agencies
likely complied for a shorter period. Table 8 reports the effects of assignment to intensive
policing or municipal services on various first-stage outcomes.
15
Before the intervention, 1–2 weeks of GPS data suggested that hotspots received at least 38
minutes of patrol time per day. It is doubtful that actual time rose from 38 to 86 minutes. Rather,
the 38 minutes was probably an understatement of average patrolling time per hotspot. The police
did not have data on pre-intervention patrol times, since the handheld computers with GPS chips
were piloted November 2015 through January 2016.
16
When we allow for the presence of two spillovers, control streets received 64 minutes of patrol
time on average. Treated streets received an additional 92 minutes, spillover streets less than
250m away received an additional 21 minutes, and the 250–500m spillover streets region
received an additional 6 minutes.
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Table 8: ‘First-stage’ effects of treatment on measures of compliance and
effectiveness
Control
mean
(1)

ITT assignment to:
Intensive policing
(2)
(3)

Municipal services
(4)
(5)

Panel A: Hotspot policing
compliance
Survey: Believes police presence
increased in last 6 mon
0.129
0.076
[.011]***
0.017
[.013]
Daily average patrolling time,
top-coded and excluding
quadrant-days without data
92.001
76.571
[4.424]***
-3.333
[4.371]
# of arrests
0.333
-0.053
[.082]
0.026
[.102]
# of drug seizure cases
0.041
-0.002
[.020]
0.029
[.024]
# of gun seizure cases
0.009
0.006
[.008]
0.007
[.013]
# of recovered car cases
0.003
0.000
[.001]
-0.003 [.001]***
# of recovered motorbike
cases
0.006
-0.028
[.019]
0.032
[.027]
Panel B: Municipal services
compliance
Survey: Believes mayor presence
increased in last 6 mon
0.144
0.005
[.010]
0.016
[.012]
Compliance measures from city
Eligible for lights intervention
0.349
-0.007
[.048]
-0.139 [.048]***
Received lights intervention
0.000
-0.010
[.020]
0.199
[.026]***
Eligible for garbage
intervention
0.000
0.011
[.025]
0.627
[.032]***
Received garbage
intervention
0.000
0.015
[.026]
0.382
[.033]***
June 2016 assessment
Graffiti on block
0.749
-0.018
[.050]
0.077
[.043]***
Garbage on block
0.251
0.071
[.061]
0.015
[.049]
Broken street light on block
0.000
0.012
[.012]
0.008
[.008]
December 2016 assessment
Graffiti on block
0.624
0.019
[.053]
0.059
[.047]
Garbage on block
0.245
0.021
[.051]
0.001
[.043]
Broken street light on block
0.029
0.022
[.016]
-0.015
[.017]
Notes: This table reports ITT estimates of the effects of the two interventions, via a WLS
regression of each outcome on treatment indicators, police station (block) fixed effects, and
baseline covariates (see equation 1, where we have constrained the coefficient on the interaction
term to be zero and ignored spillovers). The regression ignores spillover effects. Standard errors
are clustered using the following rules: (i) for all treated segments except with cluster size 2, each
segment is a cluster; (ii) for all other untreated segments, each segment gets its own cluster
identifier; (iii) for entirely untreated quadrants, they form a cluster; and (iv) for quadrants with
exactly two units assigned to treatment, those units form a cluster. The proportion of people
reporting increased state presence comes from our citizen survey, the enumerator assessments
were collected by the research team, and the remainder of the outcomes come from police
administrative data. * significant at the 10%, ** significant at the 5%, *** significant at the 1%.
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6.3.1 Intensive policing
Calculating the time spent on street segments is difficult because of periodically
malfunctioning units or outages. We estimate that control streets received 92 minutes of
patrolling time per day, on average. Treated streets received an extra 77 minutes, an 84
per cent increase. Streets outside the experimental sample received an average of 33
minutes of patrolling time per day. Without pre-treatment data on patrol times it is
impossible to say whether the increase in patrol time in treatment hotspots came at the
expense of control hotspots. What we can say is that the 77-minute rise in two segments
means roughly a minute less time in each of the 130 other segments in the quadrant.
Some citizens noticed an increase in patrols in the previous six months. In control
segments, 13 per cent reported an increase, compared with 21 per cent on treatment
segments.
Our compliance analysis was also informed by qualitative interviews with police officers
and passive observations to the police while they patrolled the hotspots. In general, we
found that police agents were carrying out the expected activities while policing.
We do not see any effect of increased policing on arrests or police actions such as drug
seizures, suggesting any effect of the policing may be through deterrence rather than
incapacitation (Chalfin and McCrary 2017).
We also do not see any effect of decreased policing when we look at data gathered after
the end of the intervention, from November 2016 to the end of June 2017. Although the
coefficient points in the same direction as the intervention coefficients, the estimates are
not significant.
6.3.2 Municipal services
Table 9 summarises compliance. After assigning 201 segments to municipal services,
city agencies diagnosed each one in March 2016. They identified 123 segments needing
clean-up services, and 47 needing lighting improvements. They performed these
services from June through to August 2016. Tree pruning and graffiti cleaning were onetime treatments; garbage collection was expected to be semi-regular. Based on city data,
74 of the 123 streets (60%) were cleaned up, and in 41 of the 47 streets (87%) they
repaired broken lights and replaced poor lights with better ones. No graffiti was cleaned
up.
Table 9: Municipal services eligibility and compliance
City’s lighting assessment
Lights
Lights eligible ineligible All
City’s
cleanliness
assessment

Eligible for
garbage
Ineligible for
garbage
All

21

102

123

26
47

52
154

78
201

% of eligible
streets receiving
lighting services
41 (87.2%)

Eligible streets receiving clean-up
74 (60.2%)
Notes: The table summarises compliance on the municipal services intervention for 201 streets
assigned to treatment as reported by the corresponding agencies within the mayor’s office.
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The impacts were not obvious: 14.4 per cent of survey respondents in control segments
noticed an improvement in service delivery in the past six months, and this figure was
only 1.9 percentage points greater in treatment streets (not statistically significant, see
Table 4). We also visited segments in the daytime in June and December 2016 to
photograph and rate the streets. The before-and-after photos generally display relatively
tidy streets and before/after differences are imperceptible. We see no effect of treatment
in Table 6. One possibility is that the extensive margin is the wrong margin to evaluate,
and another is that the disorder in cleaned-up segments could have re-accumulated over
days or weeks.
We conducted a survey in March 2017 to assess the quality of street lighting and
perceptions of safety. We ran the survey first and foremost in order to understand the
weak connection between the municipal services treatment and crime and safety. The
survey allowed us to look for two relationships that underlie any reduced-form treatment
effect: (1) whether street lighting is associated with reduced crime and perceived safety
increases; and (2) whether the treatment improved lighting. If either one of these
relationships is weak, then this can explain the absence of a treatment effect.
We find fairly suggestive evidence that the first relationship holds (street lighting is
associated with less crime and more safety), though this relationship is not causally
identified. But we do not see evidence that the municipal services treatment improved
lighting materially. Therefore, the weak treatment effect of municipal services on crime
and safety is insignificant in part due to poor implementation.
However, this raises some hope that an ongoing experimental evaluation of lights at
scale may show impacts on crime if implementation problems are solved.
This survey’s respondents were street light experts that went to the streets at night and
answered questions regarding street light quality and safety perceptions. Table 10
summarises the correlation between the number of reported crimes post-intervention and
an index of safety perception, with an index of street lighting quality. The index of lighting
quality weights answers for different failures such as: whether there are light failures,
presence of dark spots, lights that are off, bulbs exhausted, intermittent lights, stolen
lights, hanging lights, turned lights, trees needing pruning, sectors without public lights,
lights with low luminous flux, and new lights needed. All components range from 0 to 1,
as well as the index of street lighting quality, where higher values mean more light or
less failures.
The index of safety perception is based on the survey mentioned above, conducted in
March 2017. The index averages the responses of safety perception for the following:
using a cell phone, walking at 8pm, walking at midnight, a woman walking alone at night,
a man walking alone at night, and a family walking at night. The responses were
calculated on a scale from 1 to 4, where 4 is ‘feels very safe’ and 1 is ‘feels very unsafe’.
For both cases – the administrative crime and the index of safety – we controlled for
being in the hotspots experimental sample from February to October 2016, for being
assigned to receive municipal services, and for being assigned to receive hotspot
intensive policing in the same period.
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Table 10: Correlation between administrative crime and lighting quality
# of crimes
reported
(admin), Nov
2016 – Jun 2017
(1)

Index of
safety
perception,
Mar 2017
(2)

Index of lighting quality, 0–1 (+ more light), Mar 2017

-0.437
1.040***
(0.305)
(0.119)
Being in the hotspots experimental sample, Feb–Oct 2016 0.153
-0.036
(0.262)
(0.093)
Assigned to receive municipal services, Feb–Oct 2016
-0.009
0.021
(0.571)
(0.188)
Assigned to receive hotspot policing, Feb–Oct 2016
0.007
-0.026
(0.305)
(0.117)
Note: Police station (block) fixed effects and baseline covariates included. The index of lighting
ranges from 0 to 1 where higher values mean more light. The index of safety perception is a zscore where higher values mean more safety. Robust standard errors in parentheses. *** p <
0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1

As expected, there is an inverse relationship between lighting and crime, although it is
not significant. In the case of safety perception, there is a positive and significant
relationship with lighting. Both results point in the same direction: the better the lighting,
the better the security; however, since the coefficients for being in the hotspots
experimental sample were not significant, this suggests that the municipal services
intervention probably did not improve lighting in a sustained way. This can also be seen
in Table 11, which shows the average treatment effect on the index of lighting quality.
The effect of the municipal services intervention has a positive sign; however, it is not
significant.
Table 11: Average treatment effect on the index of lighting quality
# of crimes
reported (admin),
Nov 2016 – Jun
2017
(1)
Index of lighting quality, 0–1 (+ more light), Mar 2017

Index of
safety
perception,
Mar 2017
(2)

-0.437
1.040***
(0.305)
(0.119)
Being in the hotspots experimental sample, Feb–Oct 2016
0.153
-0.036
(0.262)
(0.093)
Assigned to receive municipal services, Feb–Oct 2016
-0.009
0.021
(0.571)
(0.188)
Assigned to receive hotspot policing, Feb–Oct 2016
0.007
-0.026
(0.305)
(0.117)
Note: Police station (block) fixed effects and baseline covariates included. The index of lighting
ranges from 0 to 1 where higher values mean more light. The index of safety perception is a zscore where higher values mean more safety. Robust standard errors in parentheses. *** p <
0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1.
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7. Impact analysis and results of the key evaluation questions
7.1 Estimation
We estimate treatment and spillover effects within the experimental sample using the
following WLS regression:
𝑝𝑝

𝑌𝑌𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = 𝛽𝛽1 𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 + 𝛽𝛽2 𝑀𝑀𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 + 𝛽𝛽3 (𝑃𝑃 × 𝑀𝑀)𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 + 𝜆𝜆1 𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞

𝑀𝑀
+ 𝜆𝜆2 𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠

+ 𝜆𝜆3 (𝑆𝑆 𝑃𝑃 × 𝑆𝑆 𝑀𝑀 )𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 + 𝛾𝛾𝑝𝑝 + 𝜃𝜃𝑋𝑋𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 + 𝜖𝜖𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠

using inverse probability weighting (IPW) for assignment to the conditions 𝑆𝑆 𝑃𝑃 and 𝑆𝑆 𝑀𝑀 .
Thus, 𝛽𝛽1 and 𝛽𝛽2 estimate the marginal ITT effects of each treatment alone and 𝛽𝛽3
estimates the marginal effect of receiving both. A negative sign on 𝛽𝛽3 implies increasing
returns. The effect of receiving both interventions is the sum 𝛽𝛽1 + 𝛽𝛽2 + 𝛽𝛽3 . Likewise, 𝜆𝜆
and 𝜆𝜆𝑁𝑁 estimate spillover effects of each treatment in each sample. To see the marginal
effects of each treatment, we can perform the estimation under the constraints that 𝛽𝛽3 =
0 and 𝜆𝜆3 = 0. These constraints are useful when we expect no interaction, such as the
analysis of treatment compliance.
To calculate spillovers in non-hotspots we estimate:
𝑌𝑌𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = 𝜆𝜆1 𝑁𝑁 𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝑃𝑃 + 𝜆𝜆2 𝑁𝑁 𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝑀𝑀 + 𝜆𝜆3 (𝑆𝑆 𝑃𝑃 × 𝑆𝑆 𝑀𝑀 )𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 + 𝛾𝛾𝑝𝑝 𝑁𝑁 + 𝜃𝜃 𝑁𝑁 𝑋𝑋𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 + 𝜖𝜖𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝑁𝑁

using IPW for assignment to the conditions 𝑆𝑆 𝑃𝑃 and 𝑆𝑆 𝑀𝑀 . Thus, 𝛽𝛽1 and 𝛽𝛽2 estimate the
marginal ITT effects of each treatment alone and 𝛽𝛽3 estimates the marginal effect of
receiving both. A negative sign on 𝛽𝛽3 implies increasing returns. The effect of receiving
both interventions is the sum 𝛽𝛽1 + 𝛽𝛽2 + 𝛽𝛽3 . Likewise, 𝜆𝜆 and 𝜆𝜆𝑁𝑁 estimate spillover effects
of each treatment in each sample. To see the marginal effects of each treatment, we can
perform the estimation under the constraints that 𝛽𝛽3 = 0 and 𝜆𝜆3 = 0. These constraints
are useful when we expect no interaction, such as the analysis of treatment compliance.
7.1.1 Estimating spillovers using an exponential rate of decay
As an alternative to the above, we can estimate a continuous, monotonic spatial decay
function with the following ordinary least squares regression:
𝑌𝑌𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = 𝛽𝛽1𝐷𝐷 𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 + 𝛽𝛽2𝐷𝐷 𝑀𝑀𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 + 𝜆𝜆1𝐷𝐷 �

𝑡𝑡∈𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃

𝑓𝑓(𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠,𝑡𝑡 ) + 𝜆𝜆𝐷𝐷
2 �

𝑡𝑡∈𝑇𝑇𝑀𝑀

𝐷𝐷
𝑓𝑓(𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠,𝑡𝑡 ) + 𝛾𝛾𝑝𝑝𝐷𝐷 + 𝜃𝜃 𝐷𝐷 𝑋𝑋𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 + 𝜖𝜖𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠

where 𝑓𝑓(𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠,𝑡𝑡 ) is a spatial decay function with a standardised distribution. It is a
weighted sum of distances to all treated hotspots, where t enumerates treated hotspots
and T is the set of all treated hotspots. Treated segments receive no spillover from
themselves but can receive spillovers from other treated segments. When applied to the
non-experimental sample, the regression omits direct treatment effects. Our default
functional form is exponential, 𝑓𝑓(𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠,𝑡𝑡 ) = 1/𝑒𝑒 𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠,𝑡𝑡 , but we examine alternatives. We can
no longer employ IPW to weigh street segments because the exposure measures are
continuous variables. Instead, we include in the control vector the expected spillover
intensities (averaged across 1,000 simulations) and the probabilities of being treated by
each intervention. We calculate standard errors using randomisation inference.
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7.2 Inverse probability weighting (IPW)
Spillovers introduce spuriousness that can be corrected with IPW. Our randomisation
procedure gives segments variable probabilities of being in each of the assigned
conditions (treatment, spillover, pure control). This is especially true for segments in our
non-experimental sample. For example, non-experimental segments in relatively safer
areas of Bogotá have a 0 per cent chance of being a spillover for either treatment, since
there are no experimental units in those neighbourhoods. In areas with lots of crime,
non-experimental units have a higher probability of being a less-than-250m spillover
because they are located in areas with more hotspots (experimental units). In areas like
the south of Bogotá, however, many segments have a zero probability of being a lessthan-250m spillover because there are no hotspots present. Thus, hotspots close to
other hotspots such as those in the city centre or other dense areas will be assigned to
the spillover condition in most randomisations. These streets may have unobservable
characteristics that are associated with high levels of crime. This could mechanically lead
us to conclude that spillovers increase crime. Thus, a simple spillover versus a control
comparison will lead to biased estimates on the effect of crime because the outcome
(crime) is correlated with treatment assignment.
Controlling for baseline characteristics and crime histories reduces, but does not
eliminate, potential bias. With IPW, outcomes for the segments assigned to any given
condition are weighted by the inverse of the probability of assignment to that condition.
These weights ensure that all segments have the same probability (after weighting) of
being exposed to spillovers. In other words, IPW adds greater weight to the segments
that have a lower probability of being assigned to spillover (as they are far away from
hotspots), and adds a lower weight to the segments that have a higher probability of
being assigned to spillovers due to their proximity to hotspots.

7.3 Balance tests and summary statistics
Table 12 reports summary statistics and balance tests. In October 2016, the police
updated all 2012–2016 crime data with more accurate GPS coordinates and additional
crime categories, and we report original and updated data. Between 0 and 82 crimes
were reported in hotspots in the previous four years (461 with the updated data, as we
had information on more crime types), with an average of five crimes per hotspot. More
than half were property crimes, but violent crimes such as murders and assaults were
also significant. Overall, 95 per cent of hotspots had relatively low levels of physical
disorder such as garbage.
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Table 12: Descriptive statistics for the experimental sample and test balance (treatment vs all control streets, including potential
spillover streets)

Variable
Baseline crime (not top-coded)
# of reported crimes on street, 2012–2015 (original)
# of violent crimes
# of property crimes
# of reported crimes on street, 2012–2015 (updated)
# of violent crimes
# of property crimes
Average # of reported crimes per segment in quadrant, 2012–2015
Average daily patrolling time (11/2015), minutes
Rating of baseline disorder (0–5, + more disorder)
Eligible for municipal services
Metres from police infrastructure
Zoned for industry/commerce
Zoned for service sector
High-income street segment
Medium-income street segment
# of segments in quadrant
# of experimental units in quadrant
# of HSP treated units in quadrant
# of MS treated units in quadrant
Intensive policing assignment: treated
Intensive policing assignment: proximal spillover
Intensive policing assignment: distant spillover
Intensive policing assignment: pure control
Municipal services assignment: treated

Sample summary statistics
Mean
SD
Min
Max
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
4.53
1.88
2.66
5.18
1.40
3.78
3.56
38.03
1.18
0.86
551.37
0.38
0.13
0.07
0.55
127.21
3.67
1.15
0.66
0.48
0.29
0.14
0.09
0.41
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5.72
2.94
3.97
18.24
5.38
14.09
5.13
70.27
0.74
0.35
351.46
0.49
0.34
0.25
0.50
86.99
2.68
0.95
0.69
0.50
0.46
0.35
0.28
0.49

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
6
0
0
0
0
2
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

82
56
50
461
78
407
61
1,029
5
1
2,805
1
1
1
1
672
14
3
3
1
1
1
1
1

WLS test of balance
Intensive policing
Municipal services
Coeff.
p-val
Coeff.
p-val
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
-0.17
-0.18
0.02
-0.21
0.39
-0.60
-0.30
-1.77
-0.05
-0.02
-26.18
-0.09
0.02
0.00
-0.06
2.05
-0.30
1.35
-0.08
1.00
-0.56
-0.28
-0.17
0.00

0.62
0.21
0.95
0.86
0.38
0.45
0.50
0.73
0.31
0.27
0.26
0.01
0.33
0.79
0.06
0.71
0.08
0.00
0.06
0.00
0.00
0.00
-

-0.13
-0.05
-0.08
-0.36
0.22
-0.58
0.38
3.42
0.35
0.22
-11.95
0.05
0.03
-0.01
0.00
-3.04
-0.16
-0.01
0.91
0.00
0.01
0.00
-0.01
1.00

0.70
0.75
0.76
0.79
0.68
0.52
0.49
0.57
0.00
0.00
0.64
0.16
0.25
0.54
0.98
0.57
0.31
0.91
0.00
0.83
0.96
0.72
-

Sample summary statistics
Mean
SD
Min
Max
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
0.19
0.39
0
1
0.17
0.37
0
1
0.23
0.42
0
1

WLS test of balance
Intensive policing
Municipal services
Coeff.
p-val
Coeff.
p-val
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
0.05
0.01
-0.31
0.00
-0.01
0.71
-0.28
0.00
-0.04
0.03
-0.40
0.00

Variable
Municipal services assignment: proximal spillover
Municipal services assignment: distant spillover
Municipal services assignment: pure control
Notes: HSP = hotspot policing. MS = municipal services. Columns 1–4 display the summary statistics for our sample of 1,919 hotspots, weighted by the probability of

being in the observed experimental condition. In columns 5–8, we perform a balance test for treated versus all control units using WLS.
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7.4 Programme impacts on officially reported crime
Table 13 reports estimations of direct treatment, experimental spillover, and nonexperimental spillover coefficients, with and without the interaction terms between
intensive policing and municipal services. Following our pre-specified rule, the table
reports spillovers within 250m only. We do not see statistically significant spillovers in the
250–500m region.
Table 8 also calculates the total number of deterred crimes as the product of the
estimated coefficients and the number of treatment and spillover segments in the city.
We omit the 57,695 streets with zero probability of assignment to the spillover condition.
There are 51,390 non-hotspots and 705 control hotspots for the policing intervention and
20,740 non-hotspots and 546 control hotspots for municipal services. Thus, even small
estimated spillovers can have a large effect on total crime estimates. Since our
coefficients are fairly uncertain, we must interpret aggregate impacts with caution.
Our best approximation regarding the overall impact on crime is that the interventions
directly deter a relatively modest amount of crime, and that some or all of this crime is
displaced to neighbouring streets. However, in our main specification, crime
displacement is concentrated in property crime. Violent crimes may not be displaced as
easily.
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Table 13: Estimated aggregate impacts of the interventions, accounting for spillovers within < 250m
Dependent variable: # of crimes reported to police on segment (administrative data)
No interaction between treatments
Interaction between treatments
RI
#
Estimated total
RI
#
Estimated total
Coeff.
Coeff.
p-value segments impact = (1) X (3)
p-value segments impact = (1) X (3)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
A. Direct treatment effect
Intensive policing
Municipal services
Both
Subtotal
B. Spillover, experimental sample
Intensive policing
Municipal services
Both
Subtotal
C. Spillover, non-experimental sample
Intensive policing
Municipal services
Both
Subtotal

-0.094
-0.076

0.512
0.783

756
201

-70.7
-15.2
-86.0

0.061
0.176

0.595
0.056

705
546

42.7
96.3
138.9

0.016
-0.003

0.101
0.394

51,390
20,740

95% CI
90% CI

844.7
-65.8
778.9
831.9
(-780, 2054)
(-434, 1848)

0.009
0.089
-0.437

0.817
0.367
0.043

756
201
75

7.1
17.9
-32.8
-7.8

0.143
0.255
-0.272

0.315
0.025
0.196

705
546
281

100.7
139.1
-76.5
163.3

0.013
-0.006
0.005

0.205
0.484
0.973

51,390
20,740
15,491

95% CI
90% CI

677.4
-124.9
85.0
637.5
793.0
(-1001, 2199)
(-689, 1989)

Notes: RI = randomisation inference; CI = confidence interval. Columns 1–4 refer to the non-interacted results (equation 1 under the constraint that —3 = 0 and ⁄3 = 0) while
columns 5–8 refer to the interacted results (equation 1 with no constraints). Columns 1 and 5 display the bias-adjusted treatment effect while columns 2 and 6 display RI pvalues. Columns 3 and 7 display the number of units in each group. Columns 4 and 8 display the product of the bias-adjusted treatment effect and the number of units in each
group. The confidence interval on the bottom of the table is constructed using randomisation inference. First, we create a fake schedule of potential outcomes for each
observation by adding or subtracting RI-adjusted treatment or spillover effects. This process gives us a potential outcome for each unit depending on its treatment assignment.
Second, we simulate a randomisation and take the potential outcome associated with the treatment assignment of the new randomisation. Third, we estimate treatment and
spillover effects using this new outcome and apply the RI bias adjustment from our main set of results. Fourth, we multiply these bias-adjusted treatment effects by the number
of segments in each group, and sum across both the experimental and non-experimental samples to get the aggregate effect. We repeat steps two to four 1,000 times to get
the distribution of the test statistic, which is roughly centred on the actual number of deterred crimes. The 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles of this distribution give us the 95 per cent
confidence interval.
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7.5 Direct treatment effects
Starting with columns 1–4 of Table 13 (no interaction), both intensive policing and
municipal services reduce officially reported crimes on average, although these
coefficients are not statistically significant. Control segments report an average of 0.743
crimes over the intervention period (column 1 in Table 15). Thus, the coefficient on
intensive policing of -0.094 represents a 12.6 per cent improvement. The municipal
services coefficient is about two thirds as large. In total, these estimates suggest that the
reallocation of police and municipal services deterred 86 crimes in targeted streets over
the intervention period (not statistically significant).
Turning to columns 5–8, we see larger and most statistically significant impacts of state
presence in the segments that were assigned to both interventions. The coefficients on
policing and municipal services are positive but imprecise. We see no evidence that
either intervention on its own reduced crime. The coefficient on the interaction is -0.437;
however, it has a randomised inference p-value of 0.043. The sum of the three
coefficients is -0.339 with a p-value of 0.110 (column 5 in Table 15). This sum
corresponds to a 45.6 per cent decrease in reported crimes on the 75 streets that
received both interventions. The fact that the coefficient on the interaction is large,
negative and statistically significant implies that there may be increasing returns to
security investments, at least over this range of variation. Of course, given that the sum
of effects is weakly statistically significant, we cannot say with confidence that both
interventions reduced crime on these 75 streets. Moreover, the aggregate direct effect of
the programme looks even smaller when we account for the interaction. According to
these estimates, our best estimate is that only eight crimes were deterred directly by
both interventions, which equates to approximately one per month during the policing
and municipal services interventions.

7.6 Spillover effects
Meanwhile, the spillover coefficients suggest that any crime deterred is more than made
up for by a rise in crime in streets within 250m. With regard to intensive policing, all four
spillover coefficients are positive. The spillover effects in the experimental sample are
imprecise, but given the large number of nearby non-hotspots, spillovers in the nonexperimental sample suggest a positive effect, albeit one that falls short of conventional
levels of significance (even jointly). The sufficiently large number of non-hotspot
segments results in these small coefficients adding up to high levels of crime: 841 crimes
in aggregate when we do not allow for the interaction, and 654 when we do. In contrast,
we see no evidence that municipal services pushed crime around the corner. The
coefficients on spillovers in the non-experimental sample are actually negative, although
they are imprecise. In aggregate, however, this estimate adds up to between 56 and 121
crimes deterred in nearby streets, depending on the specification.

7.7 Aggregate effects
We use these estimates to approximate the aggregate effect on crime. It is unlikely that
reallocating police and municipal services reduced total crime in the city. On the
contrary, the estimates suggest that crimes increased by about 800 in both specifications
(2% relative to the total number of reported crimes). This must be interpreted with
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caution, however, for two reasons. First, neither aggregate effect is statistically
significant even at the 10 per cent level. Second, this estimate would not capture general
equilibrium effects if they exist (e.g. if the intervention is disrupting city-wide criminal
networks). These estimates suggest that we can rule out the possibility that crime
decreased in the city by even a modest amount.

7.8 Heterogeneity by type of crime and by initial level of crime
Police prioritise violent crimes over property crimes. Table 14 disaggregates the impacts
on total crime into violent and property crimes. Our best approximation is that aggregate
violent crime fell by 174 to 411 crimes in total (1% to 3% relative to the total number of
violent crimes), depending on whether we use the interaction or not, although neither
estimate is statistically significant. Property crimes rose by 1,006 to 1,204 in aggregate
(4% to 5% relative to the total number of property crimes), however, and these estimates
are statistically significant at the 10 per cent level when we include the interaction. The
two most socially costly crimes, homicides and sexual assaults, fell by 61 to 97 crimes
(5% to 8% relative to the total number of homicides and sexual assaults). This difference
in property and violent crimes is statistically significant. We interpret the different results
for violent and property crimes with caution, however, since the aggregate effects
change once we introduce minor changes in specification. We estimate an alternative
version of equation 1 with different dummies for streets located within 250m and
between 250m and 500m from treatment hotspots. In this case, we now observe crime
displacement also for violent crime.
Table 14: Aggregate impacts on crime by type (mean and confidence intervals)

All crime
Property crime

No interaction between
treatments
Effect
95% CI
90% CI
(1)
(2)
(3)
(-780,
(-434,
831.9
2054)
1848)
(-206,
(-41,
1006.5
2029)
1873)
(-858,
(-744,
-174.7
378)
296)
(-179,
(-165,
-60.8
55)
40)

Interaction between treatments
Effect
95% CI
90% CI
(4)
(5)
(6)
(-689,
793.0 (-1001, 2199)
1989)
(27,
1204.1 (-338, 2370)
2203)
(-997,
-411.1
(-1112, 204)
82)
(-210,
-97.6
(-233, 33)
15)

Violent crime
Homicides and
sexual assaults only
Property – violent
crime
1181.2
1615.2
p-value
0.063
0.000
Notes: This table presents the aggregate effect calculation for various crime subgroups assuming
spillovers within 250m. Calculations are based on the aggregate effect and confidence interval
described in Table 6.

We pre-specified one major form of heterogeneity analysis by baseline levels of crime. In
part, this helps us to imagine an experiment where we targeted a much smaller number
of the hottest hotspots.
Broadly, we observed what we predicted: that improvements in security are greater in
the higher-crime streets. Figure 4 reports the results of estimating treatment effects on
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the n per cent highest-crime hotspots. The treatment effect is fairly constant up until the
point we reach the street segments in the 70th percentile and above, when the impact of
receiving both interventions climbs first to 0.5 standard deviations and then to about 0.75
standard deviations. The effect is imprecise, as the sample size drops dramatically.
These results are consistent with increasing returns to treating the least secure hotspots.
Note, however, that in the two highest-crime deciles, intensive policing alone is not
associated with decreases in crime. Any decrease is driven by municipal services (itself
not statistically significant) or the combination of both (imprecise though the estimates
may be). Thus, our results are not diluted by the inclusion of less hot hotspots. We
explore this further in Online Appendix B, where we estimate the effects of one additional
hour of patrolling time over different levels of baseline crime. The results suggest that the
marginal effects of intensive policing on security decrease as the baseline crime levels
increase. This is consistent with results from the pre-specified heterogeneity analysis,
and suggests that the larger effects in higher-crime hotspots are due to municipal
services and the interaction of both treatments rather than by a larger effect of intensive
policing.
Figure 4: Heterogeneity of security impacts by pre-treatment administrative crime
levels

7.9 Programme impacts on insecurity
Table 15 reports impacts on our main security measures: the perceived risk index, based
on surveys; and the index of crime, which averages survey-reported and officially
reported crime. Treatment effects can be interpreted as average standard deviation
changes in the outcome. The table also reports treatment effects on components of the
crime index. Our focus is centred on the two pre-specified indices, but we also report
results for an equally weighted average of both. Table 15 reports direct treatment effects
and spillover effects on hotspots within 250m. Below the estimated coefficient, the table
reports the randomisation inference p-value instead of either the standard error-based pvalue or the standard error as previously explained.
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The survey data tell a similar story to police data. We see the largest and most
statistically significant impacts of state presence in the segments that received both
interventions. Those 75 segments reported a 0.327 standard deviation decrease in
overall insecurity, significant at the 10 per cent level (column 5). The coefficients on
perceived risk and crime indices are similar, although only the perceived risk index is
statistically significant alone.
Alone, the interventions are associated with improvements in security, but none of the
estimates are individually significant. Nonetheless, the coefficients all point in the
direction of better security: intensive policing alone reduces perceived risk by 0.12
standard deviations, crime by 0.06 and overall insecurity by 0.11 (column 2); municipal
services alone reduces perceived risk by 0.09 standard deviations, crime by 0.08 and
overall insecurity by 0.10 (column 3). The coefficient on the interaction term (column 4) is
statistically significant for officially reported crimes only. We take this result as suggestive
of increasing returns to state presence.
7.9.1 Spillovers
There is also evidence of crime displacement to control hotspots in columns 6–9 of Table
15. Intensive policing alone and municipal services alone are associated with increases
in crimes in nearby hotspots of 0 to 0.26 standard deviations. Only the municipal
services impacts are statistically significant, with a 0.15 standard deviation increase in
insecurity. The interaction terms are generally negative (column 8) and generally
statistically significant, such that there is generally no evidence of spillovers into hotspots
near other hotspots that received both intensive policing and municipal services.
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Table 15: Programme impacts on security in the experimental sample, accounting for spillovers within 250m, with p-values from
randomisation inference (N = 1,916)

Control
mean
(1)

Hotspot
policing
(HSP)
(2)

ITT of assignment to:
Municipal Interaction
services
effect
(MS)
(IE)
(3)
(4)

HSP +
MS + IE
(5)

Hotspot
policing
(HSP)
(6)

Impact of proximal spillover:
Municipal Interaction
services
effect
(MS)
(IE)
(7)
(8)

HSP +
MS +
IE
(9)

Insecurity index, z-score (+ more
insecure)

-0.003

Perceived risk index, z-score (+
riskier)

-0.106
0.391

-0.100
0.536

-0.121
0.447

-0.327
0.095

0.045
0.322

0.150
0.020

-0.217
0.039

-0.022
0.577

0.049

Crime index, z-score (+ more
crime)

-0.122
0.259

-0.086
0.494

-0.084
0.644

-0.292
0.094

0.002
0.511

0.083
0.129

-0.160
0.085

-0.075
0.808

-0.054

Perceived & actual incidence of
crime, z-score (survey)

-0.054
0.701

-0.080
0.659

-0.118
0.412

-0.252
0.196

0.073
0.231

0.166
0.010

-0.200
0.059

0.039
0.361

0.059

# crimes reported to police on
street segment (admin)

-0.081
0.514

-0.158
0.153

0.066
0.423

-0.173
0.507

0.027
0.417

0.099
0.092

-0.137
0.171

-0.011
0.578

0.743

0.009
0.089
-0.437
-0.339
0.143
0.255
-0.272
0.125
0.817
0.367
0.043
0.110
0.315
0.025
0.196
0.289
Notes: p-values generated via randomisation inference are in italics. This table reports ITT estimates of equation 1, estimating the direct effects of the two
interventions (Columns 2 to 4) and the spillover effects (Columns 6 to 8) via a WLS regression of each outcome on treatment indicators, spillover indicators,
police station (block) fixed effects, and baseline covariates. Columns 5 and 9 report the sum of the three preceding coefficients. The measures of perceived
risk, perceived incidence of crime and proportion reporting crime come from our citizen survey, and the number of crimes reported to the police come from
police administrative data.
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7.9.2 Estimating spillovers with an exponential decay function
We also consider an exponential rate of decay rather than our fixed radii, which
calculates spillovers in non-hotspots using equation 2. 17 The coefficients represent the
expected increase in crimes as a segment moves a standard deviation closer to a
treated hotspot (Table 16). The signs on the policing coefficients are all positive but not
statistically significant, as is consistent with the analysis above.
One difference is that the evidence of displacement is no longer confined to property
crimes. Here, the majority of displacement seems to be associated with violent crimes.
The signs on municipal services, meanwhile, are negative, implying a diffusion of
benefits to nearby streets. The decrease is roughly significant at the 10 per cent level for
all crimes, and roughly significant at the 5 per cent level for violent crimes alone. These
signs are consistent across most functional forms, although the statistical significance is
not.
Table 16: Programme impacts on security in the experimental sample using
exponential decay function

Control mean
(1)
# crimes reported to police on street
segment

Impact of a 1 standard deviation
change in the average exponential
distance to a hotspot treated with:
Intensive policing Municipal services
(2)
(3)

0.274

0.049
-0.050
0.280
0.086
# property crimes only
0.100
0.004
0.001
0.798
0.963
# violent crimes only
0.174
0.045
-0.051
0.288
0.044
Notes: Randomisation inference p-values are in italics. This table estimates the coefficients on
spillovers using equation 2 above. We estimate the regression on the non-experimental sample of
non-hotspots alone. The weighted distance measures have been standardised to have zero mean
and unit standard deviation.

This functional form places some of the heaviest weight on immediately proximate streets.
Linear, logarithmic and inverse square decay functions produce qualitatively similar conclusions,
even though they give more weight to more distant segments. We ignore interactions between
treatments for simplicity, as they yield similar results.
17
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7.10 Programme impacts on state trust and legitimacy
Table 17: Impacts on state legitimacy allowing spillover within 250m, with randomised inference p-values

Control
mean
(1)

Hotspot
policing
(HSP)
(2)

ITT of assignment to:
Municipal Interaction
services
effect
(MS)
(IE)
(3)
(4)

Opinion of police, z-score (+ better opinion)

0.024

Opinion of mayor, z-score (+ better
opinion)

0.143
0.150

0.210
0.107

-0.308
0.017

-0.014

Likeliness to report crime (0–3, + higher
likelihood)

0.001
0.912

0.179
0.078

-0.414
0.003

2.046

Impact of proximal spillover
Municipal Interaction
services
effect
(MS)
(IE)
(7)
(8)

HSP
+ MS
+ IE
(5)

Hotspot
policing
(HSP)
(6)

HSP
+ MS
+ IE
(9)

0.045
0.867
0.234
0.008

-0.024
0.591

0.043
0.817

0.123
0.338

0.141
0.797

-0.024
0.523

0.068
0.982

-0.025
0.919

0.020
0.668

0.004
0.021
0.035
0.060
-0.007
0.007
0.026
0.026
0.921
0.802
0.522
0.385
0.688
0.991
0.637
0.837
Notes: p-values generated via randomisation inference are in italics. This table reports ITT estimates of equation 1, estimating the direct effects of the two
interventions (columns 2 to 4) and the spillover effects (columns 6 to 8) via a WLS regression of each outcome on treatment indicators, spillover indicators,
police station (block) fixed effects and baseline covariates. Columns 5 and 9 report the sum of the three preceding coefficients. The three measures come
from our citizen survey.
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We pre-specified three secondary outcomes capturing impacts on trust in and legitimacy
of the state. The first was an opinion of the police index, averaging four attitudes towards
police: trust, quality of work, overall satisfaction and likelihood that they would give
information to police. The second was an opinion of the mayor index, which asked the
same four questions regarding the city government. The third was a crime reporting
measure, which captured the likelihood that people would report a crime to the police.
This helps us understand whether administrative crime reporting changes with treatment
and is also a measure of collaboration and resultant legitimacy. 18
Overall, we see little evidence that the interventions increased trust in or legitimacy of the
state. Table 17 reports ITT effects using equation 1 and the randomisation inference pvalues. We see an unexpected pattern: intensive policing and municipal services alone
are associated with an increase in positive opinions of the police and the mayor;
however, this is effectively cancelled out when both treatments are received. This pattern
is statistically significant when we ignore spillovers, but less robust when accounting for
spillovers. This heterogeneity across arms is hard to interpret and could reflect noise. In
analysis ignoring any interactions (not shown), intensive policing and municipal services
are associated with little change in opinions of police, and a slightly negative effect on
opinions about the mayor: a 0.13 standard deviation fall, significant at the 10 per cent
level.

7.11 Cost–benefit considerations
Cost-effectiveness in this case is in the eye of the beholder. The city sees the
interventions as having little or no marginal cost, since they simply reallocated existing
resources from some streets to others without raising their budgets or personnel.
Therefore, the main question is whether a high likelihood of reducing roughly 100
murders and rapes (8% relative to the total number of cases) is worth a rise in property
crime. This is a trade-off that many police chiefs and mayors might reasonably make. 19
On the other hand, reallocating street-level bureaucrats had real costs. There was a
logistical cost of coordinating patrols, especially management time. It also made police
patrols spend more time in unpleasant places. Officers told us they disliked the loss of
autonomy and flexibility. There are also opportunity costs to consider. Intensive policing
was a major reform, and like any bureaucracy, the police can only undertake so many
reforms in a year. The mayor’s office used scarce social and political capital to
implement it. We believe one should measure this reform against the others it
supplanted.

18
We also have survey data on 399 non-experimental street segments, and Online Appendix H
estimates these non-experimental spillovers within 250 metres. This sample is generally too small
to estimate non-experimental spillovers precisely, but the patterns are generally consistent with
what we see in the large-sample dataset on reported crimes. In particular, the coefficients on
intensive policing are positive.
19
Indeed, we ran the aggregate effects reported in Table 9 using a weighted crime index as
outcome instead of the simple sum (not reported). The weights are the average prison sentence
in the Colombian penal code for each crime. For instance, the weight for one homicide is about 13
times that for a shoplifting case. In such a case, the aggregate effects are negative for the
interacted version, although imprecise.
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8. Discussion
Intensive policing is probably the most common security tactic in the world. We evaluate
it on an unprecedented scale in Bogotá. Unexpectedly, we do not see evidence in this
Latin American capital of large or statistically significant impacts of doubling of policing
time on the top 2 per cent highest-crime streets. The evidence also suggests that any
crimes deterred may simply be displaced to nearby hotspots and non-hotspots, although
with the caveat that these subtle spillovers are hard to estimate precisely even in a
sample this large. Our most robust finding is that a combination of both policing and
municipal services was most effective at deterring crime. We cannot reject the possibility
that these crimes were displaced to nearby streets but, as we discuss below, this and
other results point to lessons for future place-based interventions.
Our study is also a good example of a policy evaluation where the implications hinge on
how to interpret estimates and significance levels under uncertainty. Despite our large
sample, confidence intervals are wide, especially on the aggregate effects. In our main
specification, for instance, state presence seems to have reduced the most serious
violent crimes city-wide. This result, however, is sensitive to specification. This points to
the importance of statistical power in future security evaluations.

8.1 How do our results line up with the US evidence?
This experiment provides some of the first experimental evidence on place-based crime
interventions outside the US. 20 At first glance, it might seem that the displacement of
total crime to nearby streets runs against US literature. We must compare with caution,
as Bogotá and the US are different contexts. Policing interventions also take different
forms, and vary in terms of intensity, concentration, crimes targeted, duration and quality
of approach. That said, on close inspection, our results are not so different. 21 The
previous literature has not ruled out positive or negative spillovers in a definitive way.
These studies are split on whether they observe displacement of crime or diffusion of
benefits on average. Moreover, most prior studies’ sample sizes are so small that the
confidence intervals on spillovers include sizable displacement effects. 22 Perhaps the
biggest lesson for place-based crime studies is that small sample sizes will simply not
help to answer the crucial question of spillovers.

Two ongoing projects in Latin America and the Caribbean are Collazos et al. (2017) in Medellín,
Colombia, and Sherman et al. (2014) in Trinidad and Tobago. Compared with the Medellín study,
we find generally different results. We observe direct treatment effects on both property and
violent crimes, while they only find evidence of a decrease on car thefts. We observe
displacement mainly on property crimes, and they find a decrease in car thefts in nearby targeted
hotspots. The context is radically different regarding both criminal behaviour and implementation
capability, and we believe this could be driving the differences. For instance, Medellín has about
60 per cent more police than Bogotá in relative terms.
21
Most previous studies use only post-intervention data to conduct the evaluation. We follow a
similar approach (not reported) and find no evidence of an enduring deterrent effect. If anything,
the (equivocal) evidence points in the opposite direction.
22
This can be difficult to judge, however, since several studies do not report standard errors or
confidence intervals. Given that sample sizes are often under 100 or even under 30, it seems
reasonable to assume that the confidence intervals include displacement effects.
20
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8.2 Methodological lessons
We believe one of the major contributions of this study, apart from adding empirical
evidence to citizen security interventions, is the methodological lesson for future policy
experiments in dense networks of streets or people. When small spillovers matter,
anything that could bias spillover effects or make them less precise matters a great deal.
This points to the importance of eliminating these biases and having accurate, efficient
estimates. Failure to account for the biases arising from spillover estimation will have
profound effects on our conclusions, whether it is bias correction through IPW and recentring, or randomisation inference for calculating exact p-values.
Randomisation inference has yet to gain currency in randomised trials, in part because it
tends to provide generally the same conclusion as the usual clustered standard errors. A
textbook case for randomisation inference, however, is design-based estimation of
spillovers where units have widely different probabilities of assignment to different
experimental conditions. This problem extends to any other situation in which the
structure of the clustering of experimental units in a given treatment condition is difficult
to model, which is a condition that is prevalent in dense networks with a high chance of
outcomes or even treatments spilling over to close units.
Flexibility in measuring spillovers is also crucial, and we illustrate how this can be a
design-based choice, regardless of the inference method used. In Bogotá, we find
evidence of spillovers in a catchment area considerably wider than the norm, which if
true could mean that the aggregate effect of displacement is considerably greater.
Continuous rates of decay impose a fair degree of structure on the nature of the
spillover, which is fine if that structure is well understood.

9. Specific findings for policy and practice
9.1 Lessons for place-based security interventions
We can group policy changes into two categories. The first comprises changes that
make place-based security, especially policing, more effective on directly treated streets.
The second comprises changes that reduce the chances of adverse spillovers.
Our results suggest that there may be increasing returns to state presence, especially
the combination of policing and municipal services. This combination deserves to be
tested at scale. The evidence also suggests that focusing on the higher-crime hotspots
could have larger proportional impacts. Qualitatively, our interactions with the
government and police patrols suggest other ways to increase direct impacts. One is
less predictable policing, such as changing hotspots month to month. This has the
advantage of increasing statistical power in an evaluation. Another is organising hotspots
in a more sophisticated manner (e.g. according to their risk at particular times of day or
days of the week, such as schools at the start and end of the school day, or nightclubs in
the evening).
Increasing direct treatment effects will decrease crime only if these crimes are not
pushed around the corner. Here our study has fewer insights to offer. But the broader
policing literature has consistently found that more police are associated with lower crime
(Chalfin and McCrary 2017). Increasing general police presence alongside intensive
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policing could reduce crime displacement. Holding the number of police constant and
shrinking high-crime patrol areas (quadrants) could have the same effect. Treating
hotspots at the level of a neighbourhood rather than a street segment could also
plausibly reduce adverse spillovers. These all deserve testing at scale.

9.2 Lessons for crime prevention and state building
From the perspective of crime and violence reduction, our results are consistent with a
tenet of criminology: that crime and violence are highly concentrated in specific places.
But if crime is easily displaced, then targeting, coordinating and concentrating resources
in high-crime places may not be the right approach. Rather, it might be wiser to target
the specific people who commit crimes or exhibit particular behaviours. Displacement
may be inherently less likely than that in place-based approaches. This is the spirit of
focused deterrence, which identifies the small group of people who commit serious
crimes and uses threats and incentives to keep them from offending (Kennedy 2011).
This is also the spirit of cognitive behavioural therapy, which fosters skills and norms of
non-violent behaviour in high-risk young adults (Heller et al. 2017; Blattman et al. 2017).
These all deserve testing at scale to make an accurate cost-effectiveness comparison.
There are not enough data about the cost of alternatives; to our knowledge there has
never been a formal evaluation of alternatives outside the US; and even within the US,
there is a scarcity of rigorous and statistically powered evaluations of alternatives.
From the broader perspective of state building, the effort to build the last mile of the state
in Bogotá parallels a broader set of cases. The tendency for people to elude the state, or
simply run away, is as old as state coercion. Targeted state interventions simply create
the illusion of local control. It may be that state coercion and state presence must be
much more general, and much more widely spread, in order to be effective. Urban crime
and violence literature have pushed theory and interventions to a more and more micro
level; however, to be effective, interventions might have to be more broad based and
stronger in order to keep crime from being pushed to nearby places. The monopoly of
violence is necessarily broad, and order is inconsistent with an ungoverned periphery.
Small-scale trials may have led us to the opposite conclusion. Larger-scale
investigations, which are sorely needed in the US and more globally, provide more
precise tests.
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Appendix A: Sample size and power calculations
Power analysis
The aggregate effects on crime are difficult to pinpoint because of the small size of most
studies. Figure A1 plots the systematically reviewed studies by sample size and effect
sizes, for both direct and spillover effects. We calculate statistical power curves,
representing the minimum effect size that we would expect to be able to detect with 80
per cent confidence. Note that even the largest studies do not exceed 50 or 100 treated
hotspots, with a similarly modest number of spillover segments. The average effect size
for direct hotspots treatment across the studies is 0.17 standard deviations, and 0.24 if
statistically significant. While covariate adjustment and blocking strategies could improve
statistical power slightly, these would produce marginal gains in precision at best.
In Bogotá, the city tested two place-based security interventions on a scale large enough
to identify direct treatment effects of 0.15 standard deviations, and spillovers as small as
0.02 standard deviations. We plot these in Figure A1. For fairness in the comparison, we
plot the power of our study measured also on the basis of sample size and the number of
treated units.
Figure A1: Statistical power in the intensive policing literature
(a) Direct and spillover effects within the experimental sample of hotspots
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(b) Spillover effects into ‘non-hotspots’ proximate to the experimental sample
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Online Appendixes
Online Appendix A: Results
http://3ieimpact.org/sites/default/files/2019-01/IE88-Online-Appendix-A-Results.pdf

Online Appendix B: Marginal effects of extra patrolling time
http://3ieimpact.org/sites/default/files/2019-01/IE88-Online-Appendix-BMarginal%20Effects%20of%20Patrolling%20Time.pdf

Online Appendix C: Survey instruments
http://3ieimpact.org/sites/default/files/2019-01/IE88-Online-Appendix-CSurvey%20Instruments_0.pdf

Online Appendix D: Pre-analysis plan
http://3ieimpact.org/sites/default/files/2019-01/IE88-Online-Appendix-D-PreAnalysis%20Plan_0.pdf

Online Appendix E: Monitoring plan
http://3ieimpact.org/sites/default/files/2019-01/IE88-Online-Appendix-EMonitoring%20Plan_0.pdf

Online Appendix F: Descriptive statistics
http://3ieimpact.org/sites/default/files/2019-01/IE88-Online-Appendix-FDescriptive%20Statistics_0.pdf

Online Appendix G: .do files
The .do files have been made available online on 3ie’s Dataverse.

Online Appendix H: Cost data for the programme implementation to provide
the ‘ingredients’ into CEA, CBA or CUA
http://www.3ieimpact.org/sites/default/files/2019-01/ie88-online-appendix-hbasic_costing_template.xls
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Two per cent of Bogotá’s 136,984 streets
accounted for all murders and a quarter of all
crimes from 2012-2015. Increased state
presence in the form of intensive policing
and municipal services are often used to
reduce disorder and deter crimes. This study
evaluated the impact of both of these forms
of state presence in targeted hotspots and
assessed whether these place-based
strategies displaced crimes to nearby
streets. When assessed in isolation,
intensive policing and municipal services
interventions did not lead to a significant
increase in security in hotspots. When both
interventions were implemented together,
their effect was intensified, resulting in a
large and significant impact on security.
Results also suggest that crimes might have
been displaced to neighbouring streets that
were located within 250 metres of treated
hotspot street segments.
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